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Zusammenfassung
Zahlreiche Theorien versuchen zu erklären, weshalb Tiere so unterschiedlich grosse
Gehirne haben relativ zu ihrer Körpergrösse. Eine allgemein verbreitete Hypothese betont die
Fitnessvorteile, welche verbesserte kognitive Fähigkeiten mit sich bringen, und argumentiert,
dass ein starker Selektionsdruck bestehen muss, um die Kosten einer Vermehrung des
metabolisch teuren Gehirngewebes zu überwinden. Eine neuere Hypothese, das „Expensive Brain
Framework“, postuliert hingegen, dass energetische Einschränkungen zu Unterschieden in der
Gehirngrösse führen, da diese auf ökologischen Bedingungen beruhen, die mehr variieren als die
allgegenwärtigen Vorteile verbesserter kognitiver Fähigkeiten. Dieser Ansatz besagt, dass in
einem evolutionären Rahmen relativ grössere Gehirne nur dann entstehen können, wenn
zusätzliche Energie zur Verfügung steht. Entweder wird dazu der der totale Energieumsatz
erhöht, oder die Energie wird anderen Funktionen entzogen, oder beides. Die vorliegende
Doktorarbeit benutzt diesen energetischen Ansatz, um die Beziehung zwischen ökologischen
Bedingungen und relativer Gehirngrösse zu untersuchen, und zwar insbesondere die Effekte von
Saisonalität.

Eine

neue

Kompilation

von

Schädelvolumen

und

Körpergewichten

nichtmenschlicher Primaten, deren saisonalen Diäten und der Saisonalität ihres Lebensraums
wird

mit

modernen

phylogenetischen

Methoden

untersucht.

Klimavariablen

und

Pflanzenproduktivität wurden aus einer weltweiten Datenbasis entnommen.
Saisonalität, das periodische Auftreten von Nahrungsknappheit, kann entweder als eine
kognitive Herausforderung angesehen werden oder aber als energetische Einschränkung. Der
energetische Ansatz postuliert eine negative Beziehung zwischen Saisonalität und relativer
Gehirngrösse, da das Gehirn eine ununterbrochene Energieversorgung braucht. Folglich wird die
Gehirngrösse durch saisonale, unvermeidbare Hungerperioden eingeschränkt. Die „Cognitive
Buffer“-Hypothese hingegen postuliert eine positive Beziehung zwischen Saisonalität und
relativer Gehirngrösse, da die räumliche und zeitliche Futterverteilung in saisonalen Habitaten
eine

kognitive

Herausforderung

darstellt

und

demzufolge

die

Fitnessvorteile

eines

leistungsfähigeren Gehirns begünstigt. Einer der wichtigsten Beiträge dieser Doktorarbeit ist es
zu zeigen, dass diese beiden Hypothesen sich nicht gegenseitig ausschliessen, sondern beide auf
Primaten zutreffen. Die Hypothesen können als zwei Prozesse betrachtet werden, die zur selben
Zeit agieren. Um diese Prozesse zu isolieren und nachzuweisen, muss man die energetischen
Kosten von Zeiten herrschender Futterknappheit getrennt von den kognitiven Effekten
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untersuchen, indem man zuerst bestimmt, wie sehr die Energieaufnahme über das Jahr hinweg
fluktuiert (wie stark das Tier die Saisonalität empfindet), und danach feststellt, ob die tatsächliche
Energieaufnahme stabiler ist als aufgrund der Fluktuationen in der Futterverfügbarkeit zu
erwarten wäre. Wir zeigen mit Hilfe dieses Ansatzes, dass Primaten mit kleineren Gehirnen im
Allgemeinen mehr Fluktuationen in ihrer Energieaufnahme ausgesetzt sind. Dies beweist, dass
energetische Einschränkungen mit der relativen Gehirngrösse korrelieren. Andererseits konnten
wir auch zeigen, dass Primaten mit grösseren Gehirnen ihre Energieaufnahme durch kognitive
Fähigkeiten ausgleichen. Jedoch gibt es dabei Unterschiede zwischen den unterschiedlichen
Primatengruppen: Lemuren zeigen eine schwächere Tendenz zum kognitiven Ausgleich als die
Alt- und Neuweltaffen. Zusätzlich untersuchten wir, unter welchen Bedingungen ein solcher
kognitiver Ausgleich bevorzugt stattfindet, und konnten zwei erklärende Faktoren identifizieren.
Erstens muss die Umgebung ein gewisses Mass an Saisonalität aufweisen, und zweitens ist der
Effekt bei Primaten, die sich hauptsächlich folivor ernähren, weniger häufig (sogar wenn wir für
ihre insgesamt kleinere Gehirngrösse statistisch kontrollieren).
Zusammenfassend zeigt die vorliegende Doktorarbeit, dass ein energetischer Ansatz in
Bezug auf ökologische Bedingungen einen beachtlichen Teil der Variation in der Gehirngrösse
bei nichtmenschlichen Primaten zu erklären vermag. Dies bestätigt eine energetische Perspektive
auf die Hirngrössenevolution, und ist ein erfolgreiches Beispiel dafür, wie die Kosten- und die
Nutzenperspektive integriert werden können, um die Evolution unterschiedlicher Gehirngrössen
zu verstehen. Weitere Studien werden auch davon profitieren, ökologische Bedingungen als einen
Hauptfaktor in der Evolution von Gehirngrösse zu berücksichtigen.
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Abstract
Many theories have been put forward to explain why there is so much variation in relative
brain size among animals. The most prominent of these theories focus on the fitness benefits of
having enhanced cognitive abilities, arguing that a strong selective pressure is needed to
overcome the costs of an increase in the metabolically expensive brain tissue. The recently
developed Expensive Brain framework, on the other hand, tries to explain variation in brain size
as a consequence of the energetic constraints, which are supposed to vary more due to ecological
conditions than the more ubiquitous fitness benefits. It states that relatively larger brains can only
evolve if additional energy was obtained either by increasing total energy throughput, by
reducing the energy allocation to other functions, or by a combination of both. In this thesis, this
energetic approach is applied to investigate the relationship between ecological conditions and
relative brain size, by looking at correlations with seasonality (periodic unavailability of food
resources). Phylogenetic comparative methods are applied to a new, large compilation of primate
endocranial volumes, body mass, seasonal patterns of diet and the seasonality of their habitat,
extracted from a worldwide database of climate and plant production parameters.
Seasonality can be seen as either a cognitive challenge or an energetic constraint. The
Expensive Brain framework predicts a negative relationship between seasonality and relative
brain size, because brains need a continuous energy supply, and thus brain size is constrained by
periods of unavoidable starvation which arise through seasonality. The Cognitive Buffer
hypothesis predicts a positive relationship between seasonality and relative brain size, because
spatiotemporal food distribution in seasonal habitats poses cognitive challenges and would
therefore promote the fitness benefits of encephalization. One of the most important contributions
of this thesis is to show that the two hypotheses are non-exclusive, and both apply in primates.
They can best be seen as two processes which may operate at the same time. The key to
distinguish between them is to consider the energetic costs of periods of food scarcity (by
assessing how much energy intake fluctuates over the year, and thus the seasonality experienced
by the animal) separately from the cognitive buffer effects (by looking at whether the energy
intake fluctuates less than would be expected from fluctuations in food availability). Using this
approach we show that smaller-brained primates in general experience more fluctuation in their
energy intake than larger-brained primates, indicating a general energetic constraint of periods of
food availability on brain size. But we find also that larger-brained primates cognitively buffer
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their environment more. However, the degree to which cognitive buffering takes place differs
between the different primate groups: lemurs show a weaker trend than the Old and New World
primates. In addition, we test under which conditions cognitive buffering is facilitated, and
identify two predictors for the amount of cognitive buffering. First, a certain degree of habitat
seasonality needs to be present, but second we also found that largely folivorous primates show
less cognitive buffering than frugi/omnivorous primates, even after controlling for their overall
smaller brain size.
In conclusion, this thesis demonstrates that an energetic approach on ecological
conditions can explain a considerable amount of brain size variation in primates, supporting an
energetic cost perspective. Further research will profit from considering ecology as a major factor
in brain size evolution, but also from this successful example on how to integrate cost- and
benefit-perspectives to explain brain size evolution.
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Chapter 1.
General Introduction
Theories on brain size evolution
The evolution of brain size has been a longterm focus of research for many reasons. One
of these is the great variation in brain size between different vertebrate groups (Figure 1.1). The
polygons enclosing data from species of each taxonomic group show not only that brain size
varies considerable between the groups (there are clear grade shifts), but also that there is quite
some variation among the species within each group. Furthermore, there is a general evolutionary
trend towards a larger brain size, both in absolute terms and after controlling for body size,
known as Marsh’s rule (Jerison 1973). For example, birds and mammals are thought to have
evolved from primitive reptiles, but their brain size polygon lies completely above that of the
reptiles. Mammals have the largest brains relative to their body size, although the small mammals
overlap with birds.

4
Homo sapiens

3

log (brain mass/g)

M

2
1

Bi
R

0

M = mammals
Bi = birds
R = reptiles
A = amphibians
Bf = bony fish

Bf
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A
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2

4

6

8

log (body mass/g)
Figure 1.1. Brain and body relationship in vertebrates. Each minimum convex polygon
represents a taxonomic group, formed by brain and body size data from several species
within that group. Modified from Jerison 1973.
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Brain size increases with body size, but in an allometric manner, rather than isometrically.
This means that vertebrates with a larger body size have proportionally smaller brains than those
with a smaller body size. Therefore, if we are interested in explaining the observed variation in
brain size, we must correct for this allometric relationship with body size. This can be done by
calculating relative brain size from the empirical regression of brain versus body size for the
group of interest and taking the residuals, producing a measure known as encephalization
quotient (observed / expected brain size) introduced by Jerison (1973) This residual brain size is
then hypothesized to be a rough estimate of the intelligence of an animal. However, Deaner et
al.(2007) showed that within primates, this assumption is incorrect. They found that overall brain
size, or residuals from an intraspecific regression slope (0.25), predicted global cognitive ability
better than residuals from an interspecific regression of brain size on body size (slope 0.75).
Results of correlations between brain size and explanatory variables may change
depending on how body size is corrected for. In this thesis, this problem did not arise because by
using the method of phylogenetic correction (phylogenetic least square analyses, PGLS), we did
not take residuals from a predetermined slopt. This method is necessary because common
evolutionary history causes phylogenetic non-independence between taxa in cross-species
analyses (Harvey and Pagel 1991).
Paleoanthropologists are interested in brain size evolution because humans evolved a
brain size that is approximately three times larger than our closest relatives, the chimpanzees,
which are similar in body size, in a relatively short time period. This increase reflects one of the
most remarkable adaptations in human evolution: the strong reliance on cognitive solutions to
environmental and social problems.
Not surprisingly, much of the research has focused on questions such as: Why is there so
much variation in brain size among species? And why did brain size increase over time? The
most common approach to answer this question is to focus on the conditions that favored
enlarged brains. Because brain tissue is metabolically very costly to grow and to maintain (Mink
et al. 1981; Laughlin et al. 1998), there needs to be a strong selective pressure to invest in
increased encephalization. Larger brains are associated with enhanced cognitive abilities (e.g.
Tomasello 1999; Deaner et al. 2007; Reader et al. 2011), therefore many studies have focused on
the explanation of the presence of larger brains as a necessity to deal with cognitive challenges
complexity of some sort, a few of which I discuss below.
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A very popular hypothesis on why primates have such large brains compared to other
mammals is the Macchiavellian intelligence hypothesis (Byrne and Whiten 1988), later renamed
the social brain hypothesis (Sawaguchi 1992; Dunbar 1998), which states that larger brains
evolved to deal with “social complexity”. The main assumption of this hypothesis is that
considerable brain capacity is necessary to recognize individuals and their social relationships, to
learn to predict and manipulate the behavior of other individuals and to benefit from their
knowledge (but see Whiten and Byrne 1997). The predictions of this hypothesis are often tested
using group size, grooming clique size or presence of coalitions as proxies for social complexity
(e.g. Dunbar 1992; Kudo and Dunbar 2001; Lindenfors 2005; Shultz and Dunbar 2007).
Other ideas have been proposed around the necessity to deal with ecological complexity.
It has been suggested that primate intelligence was driven by “cognitive mapping skills” required
to deal with the spatio-temporal variability of food availability (Milton 1988). It has been
proposed that tracking the locations and ripeness of fruit items that are scattered more widely
through the forest than leaves indicates a need for superior spatial and temporal learning abilities,
and leaf-eaters therefore do not need such abilities (e.g. Gibson 1986; Milton 1988). This idea is
supported by the observed smaller brains of folivorous primates compared to frugivorous species
(Clutton-Brock and Harvey 1980). However, in bats those species feeding on insects, which are
also difficult to find, have smaller brains than frugivorous species (Dechmann and Safi 2009),
which is inconsistent with this idea. A different ecological challenge is assumed by the technical
intelligence hypothesis (Byrne 1997) and the related extractive foraging hypothesis (Parker and
Gibson 1979; Gibson 1990). These do not only focus on how food is distributed in the
environment, but also how food is located and processed. To extract embedded, hidden food
sources (such as nut cracking or digging for insects) often requires complex object manipulation
and thus greater intelligence. In support of this hypothesis, all great apes show food extraction or
processing techniques that are technically demanding in some way, whereas monkeys do not.
Finally, a group of researchers focuses on more general behavioral flexibility by
collecting data on for example frequency of innovation, social learning or tool use to quantify
domain-general cognitive abilities, which are correlated with brain size (Reader and Laland 2002;
Lefebvre et al. 2004). This approach suggests that rather than purely social intelligence driving
brain evolution, ecologically relevant cognitive abilities (extractive foraging, dietary breath,
frugivory) and elements of cultural intelligence (social learning) are important parts of general
intelligence (Reader et al. 2011).
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Adaptive traits are those that provide a net benefit to the organism. Thus, the hypotheses
discussed above ignore the fact that these benefits must outweigh the high costs of growing and
maintaining enlarged brains. Brain tissue is among the metabolically most costly tissues of the
body, and its energy consumption cannot be temporarily reduced without permanent damage
(Lukas and Campbell 2000). The Expensive Brain framework (Isler and van Schaik 2009a), based
on previous hypotheses (Martin 1981; Armstrong 1983; Hofman 1983; Aiello and Wheeler
1995), states that growing and maintaining an enlarged brain is possible through two
complementary pathways; (1) a stable increase in total energy intake or (2) reallocation of energy
from either maintenance or production (growth and reproduction). However, while an adequate
energy supply is a necessary precondition for increased encephalization, it is not a sufficient one.
The expensive brain framework does not specify which selective benefit favored brain
enlargement, and is in principle compatible with any of the benefit hypotheses listed above.
However, if the costs are limiting and benefits are ubiquitous, i.e. reliable present in all species
regardless of their ecology or social organization, accounting for the costs of brain enlargement
would fully explain the taxonomic variation in relative brain size.
Tests of the predictions of the expensive brain framework have been very successful so
far. Indeed, there is a significant positive relationship between relative brain mass and relative
basal metabolic rate (BMR) in mammals, explaining 23% of brain size variation in primates (Isler
and van Schaik 2006b; Isler et al. 2008), supporting the first possible pathway of increasing total
energy intake to support a larger brain. In concurrence with the second pathway, energy
allocation away from production is associated with larger brains. It has been well established that
in all mammals (Isler and van Schaik 2009a), marsupials (Isler 2011) and birds (Isler and van
Schaik 2006a) there is a strong trade-off between reproductive potential and brain size. Prolonged
lifespan compensates the reduced fertility of relatively large-brained species, but this
compensation is incomplete. Therefore Isler and van Schaik (2009b) suggest there is a “gray
ceiling”, beyond which maximum reproductive rate is so low that the risk of further brain
expansion is very high (Cole 1954). The costs of reproduction can be reduced, however if
energetic help is received through help from males or other group members, as in cooperative
breeding (Isler and van Schaik, in prep, see also Isler 2011 for marsupials). The only part of the
expensive brain framework that is not supported is the expensive tissue hypothesis (Aiello and
Wheeler 1995). In birds (Isler and van Schaik 2006a), bats (Jones and MacLarnon 2004), and
mammals generally (Navarrete et al. in rev.) there is no evidence for energetic trade-off between
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the size of the brain and that of the gut size (or any other expensive organs), although in birds
there is a trade-off between brain size and pectoral muscle mass (Isler and van Schaik 2006a) and
in mammals between brain size and adipose depots mass (Navarrete et al., in rev). In sum, these
findings show that in order to evaluate potential selective advantages of relatively large brains,
energetic costs must not be neglected. However, an integration of the costs and benefits aspects
has not been undertaken so far.
In this thesis I expand the energetic perspective on brain size evolution by focusing on
ecology. In particular, I studied the influence of seasonality on brain size evolution in primates.
Ecological influences on brain size evolution have received relatively little attention. A relevant
hypothesis focusing on the benefits of ecological conditions is the cognitive buffering hypothesis
(Allmann et al. 1993), alternatively termed “brain size–environmental change” hypothesis (Sol et
al. 2008), which states that brain enlargement provides a survival advantage when facing novel
challenges or with environmental complexity (elaborated below). This idea is supported mainly
by studies on birds (Sol and Lefebvre 2000; Shultz et al. 2005; Sol et al. 2005a; Sol et al. 2007;
Sol et al. 2008), but the few studies in primates found conflicting results in Anthropoid primates.
MacDonald (2002) found a positive correlation between innovation frequency and seasonal
variability, but further analyses did not confirm this result (Reader and MacDonald 2003). Here I
complement this benefits approach with one that examines the costs of maintaining large brains
in habitats with seasonal fluctuations of food availability.
Dealing with seasonal habitats
Seasonality is the phenomenon of recurrent fluctuations in climatic conditions and thus
plant productivity. All animals have to deal with changing seasons to a greater or lesser degree;
highly seasonal habitats force them to deal with periods of food scarcity. If an animal lives in a
relatively non-seasonal habitat and its energy intake (experienced seasonality) follows the
availability of its preferred food sources (the environmental seasonality), the net energy intake is
likely to always remain above the minimal energetic need to maintain brain size (Figure 1.2A).
This minimal energetic need is constant, as the brain is sensitive to starvation (Lukas and
Campbell 2000) and therefore its energy needs cannot be temporarily reduced. If the seasonality
of the environment is high and the available energy from preferred food sources drops below this
minimal energetic need, there is a period of negative energy balance that needs to be dealt with
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(grey zone in Figure 1.2B). There are two possible and complementary ways in which this can be
done. The first is to decrease brain size, and thereby to lower the minimal energetic need to the
lowest point in the lean period (Figure 1.2C). Another strategy is to buffer the environmental
seasonality by keeping the net energy intake more constant throughout the year (Figure 1.2D).
This may be achieved by either decreasing energy expenditure or by increasing energy intake.
Examples of the first buffering tactic are decreased activity, seasonal breeding or fat storage.
These types of buffers we term “physiological buffers” and we do not expect them to help
maintain brain size in periods of unavoidable starvation. Alternatively, cognitive abilities
facilitate increasing energy intake through for example finding other (hidden) food sources in
periods where the preferred food items are scarce, therefore we term leveling energy intake
through behavioral changes “cognitive buffering”.

B

Relatively
Non-seasonal habitat

Seasonal habitat

Energy

A

Environmental seasonality
Experienced seasonality
Minimal energetic need (brain size)
C

D

Figure 1.2. Energetic representation of living in a relatively non-seasonal (A) and a
seasonal habitat (B-D). If in a seasonal habitat the energy available in the preferred food
resource (depicted as environmental seasonality) falls below the minimal energetic need
(grey area B), there are two possible ways of dealing with this. Either the minimal
energetic needs, thus brain size, can be decreased to the lean period (C), or seasonality can
be buffered by keeping net energy intake more constant throughout the year (D).
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Testing two hypotheses
The two strategies of dealing with seasonal habitats are representations of two hypotheses
that are central throughout this thesis. The first is the Expensive Brain hypothesis (Isler and van
Schaik 2009a). As mentioned earlier, this hypothesis states that in order to pay for an enlarged
brain, energy needs to be made available from either an increased energy intake or from changes
in energy allocation. For the purpose of this thesis, we utilize this framework stating that periods
of unavoidable starvation caused by seasonality decreases energy input and thus impose a
reduced brain size to decrease energy needs (top path Figure 1.3). It is important to note that
seasonality needs to be assessed from the animal’s perspective by looking at how its energetic
intake varies over the year, i.e. its “experienced” seasonality. This hypothesis then predicts a
negative relationship between relative brain size and the degree of experienced seasonality.
The second hypothesis is the Cognitive Buffer hypothesis (Allmann et al. 1993; Deaner et
al. 2003; Sol 2009). This hypothesis focuses more on the ecological benefits of encephalization
and states that larger brains provide the cognitive abilities to behave flexibly, which facilitate
buffering seasonality (bottom path Figure 1.3). In order to measure how much cognitive buffering
is actually taking place we cannot, however, merely look at experienced seasonality or habitat
seasonality. As explained above, those animals that cognitively buffer the seasonality in their
habitat will experience less fluctuation in their energetic intake than is expected from the
fluctuation in the habitat. Therefore, this hypothesis predicts a positive relationship between
relative brain size and the difference between environmental and experienced seasonality (bottom
path Figure 1.3).
In this thesis I will show that these two hypotheses are not mutually exclusive. Indeed,
they may profitably be seen as two processes that operate simultaneously; on the one side the
effects of energy costs and on the other those of cognitive buffering. Intrinsic (e.g. life history)
and extrinsic (e.g. habitat) factors determine their relative importance in a lineage.
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Natural selection
Energetic input ↓

Brain size↓

Unavoidable
starvation

Fitness ↑
Energetic costs↓
Expensive Brain hypothesis

Seasonality
Cognitive Buffer hypothesis

Food resources variable in
space and over time
Cognitive
challenges ↑

Behavioral
flexibility ↑
Brain size↑

Fitness ↑
Natural selection

Figure 1.3. Pathways of two central hypotheses to explain how seasonality affects brain
size evolution. The Expensive Brain hypothesis predicts that the unavoidable starvation
induced by seasonality forces brain size to decrease because energy input is lowered. The
Cognitive Buffer hypothesis, on the other hand, predicts that animals with an enlarged
brain have increased fitness, because this larger brain helps them cope better with the
cognitive challenges imposed by seasonal habitats (modified from Isler and van Schaik
2009a; Sol 2009).

By investigating these two effects in primates, I aim to demonstrate that ecological factors
determine costs and benefits of brains, which both act as selective pressures on brain size
evolution. With this approach, we will be able to explain why the above-mentioned general trend
of brain size increase over time is constrained to a different degree in various lineages, or even
reversed under certain conditions, such as small islands (Köhler and Moyà-Solà 2004; Niven
2005; Safi et al. 2005; Boerner and Krüger 2008; Weston and Lister 2009; Montgomery et al.
2010).
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Organization of this thesis
In the second chapter, I test the predictions of these two hypotheses, the Expensive Brain
hypothesis and the Cognitive Buffer hypothesis, in the African strepsirrhine primates. The lemurs
make a great study example, because they live on a large island with a pronounced gradient of
seasonality, the east being far less seasonal than the west. Both African lorises and the Malagasy
lemurs showed a direct negative relationship between environmental seasonality and relative
brain size. Those that lived in more seasonal habitats had relatively smaller brains, supporting the
hypothesis of an energetic constraint on brain size in both groups. The Cognitive Buffer
hypothesis could only be tested in the Malagasy lemurs, as there was very limited dietary data
available for the African lorises. We only found a weak cognitive buffering effect in this group of
primates.
In the third chapter, we extend the tests of these hypotheses to the largest primate group;
the non-human catarrhine primates. This diverse group consists of Old World monkeys and apes,
ranging from Africa to South-East Asia. Besides the great variation in the amount of
environmental seasonality, this group also varies greatly in the way they deal with it; therefore,
measuring seasonality from the animal’s perspective was very important. In this group the
conjunction of energetic costs and cognitive buffering became apparent. We found a strong
negative influence of experienced seasonality on relative brain size and also a strong positive
influence of cognitive buffering on relative brain size. Because the effects of both energetic
constraints and cognitive buffering were roughly equally strong, they cancelled each other out,
leaving no direct correlation between environmental seasonality and relative brain size.
The fourth chapter then explores various factors that may predict the evolution of
cognitive buffering in primates. For this we first demonstrated that the last group of primates, the
New World primates (platyrrhines), showed a very similar pattern in the influence of seasonality
on brain size as the catarrhine primates. In both anthropoid groups we found equally strong
effects of both energetic constraints and of cognitive buffering, leaving no direct correlation
between environmental seasonality on relative brain size. Investigating potential factors that
facilitate cognitive buffering, we found that specialized folivores seem to be limited in their
ability to cognitively buffer the seasonality of their habitat, even if the general effect of the
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relatively smaller brains of folivore primates is controlled for statistically. In addition, our results
indicate that cognitive buffering is facilitated in more seasonal habitat, but only up to a certain
degree of habitat seasonality. If the habitat is very seasonal, either in the amount of plant
productivity or in temperature, cognitive buffering is no longer feasible, and physiological
buffers such as hibernation or fat storage are needed. There results indicate the importance of
taking ecological constraints into account in explaining the evolution of brain size.
Finally in the discussion I put the findings of this project into perspective with previous
studies, discuss the limitations of this work, and I suggest some possible future directions for
research, especially with regard to the integration of cost and benefit approaches.
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Chapter 2.
Effects of Seasonality on Brain Size Evolution:
Evidence from Strepsirrhine Primates
Janneke T. van Woerden, Carel P. van Schaik, Karin Isler
Published in American Naturalist 176(6): 758 – 767. December 2010

Abstract
Seasonal changes in energy supply impose energetic constraints that affect many
physiological and behavioral characteristics of organisms. As brains are costly, we predict brain
size to be relatively small in species that experience a higher degree of seasonality (Expensive
Brain framework). Alternatively, it has been argued that larger brains give animals the behavioral
flexibility to buffer the effects of habitat seasonality (Cognitive Buffer hypothesis). Here, we test
these two hypotheses in a comparative study on strepsirrhine primates (African lorises and
Malagasy lemurs) that experience widely varying degrees of seasonality. We found that
experienced seasonality is negatively correlated with relative brain size in both groups,
controlling for the effect of phylogenetic relationships and possible confounding variables such
as the extent of folivory. However, relatively larger-brained lemur species tend to experience less
variation in their dietary intake than indicated by the seasonality of their habitat. In conclusion,
we found clear support for the hypothesis that seasonality restricts brain size in strepsirrhines as
predicted by the Expensive Brain framework, and weak support for the Cognitive Buffer
hypothesis in lemurs.
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Introduction
Many physiological and behavioral adaptations of animals reflect characteristics of their
habitats. Indeed, it is known that the variability of environmental conditions over time, or degree
of seasonality of a habitat, influences traits such as body size, group size, group composition and
home range size (e.g. Eeley and Foley 1999; Nunn 1999; Strier et al. 1999; Ostner et al. 2002;
Lehman et al. 2005; Plavcan et al. 2005). However, there is neither much theory nor empirical
information about the relationship between habitat seasonality and brain size. In this paper, we
develop and test detailed predictions that arise from two hypotheses: the Expensive Brain
framework and the Cognitive Buffer hypothesis.
First, considering that brain tissue requires a high and uninterrupted supply of energy
(Mink et al. 1981) and building on earlier hypotheses about energetic constraints on brain size
evolution (e.g. Aiello and Wheeler 1995), the Expensive Brain framework (Isler and van Schaik
2009a) proposes that an increase in brain size relative to body size is only possible if either total
energy metabolism is increased, the energy allocation to other functions is reduced, or both. Since
serious starvation leads to permanent brain damage (Lukas and Campbell 2000), we expect brain
size to be constrained if in a seasonal habitat the energy supply is periodically low, even if
physiological buffers such as fat storage, reduced activity, or hibernation allow survival.
Frequently, animals change to fallback foods that are of lower dietary quality than the preferred
diet, but are more abundant or not seasonally scarce (Hemingway and Bynum 2005). Such diet
shifts also represent a physiological buffer, since the total net energy available per day is still
reduced during the lean period, i.e. the animal still experiences the seasonality of its habitat. Each
species is adapted to its preferred or staple diet morphologically. If it would be able to fully
compensate (or even overcompensate) the change in diet during lean periods, e.g. by increasing
foraging effort, and thus be better adapted to fallback foods, these foods would become its staple
diet also during the good periods (as is the case in many folivorous primates). Of course, some
differences in brain size may result from the main adaptation, and therefore it is important to
control for diet type when testing the correlations between seasonality and brain size.
All physiological buffers entail a seasonally reduced energy budget, but the costs of brain
function are not reduced (except probably in deeply hibernating rodents, Krilowicz et al. 1988).
The central prediction of the Expensive Brain framework is therefore that, all other things being
equal, the average brain size within a population is negatively related to the duration (and perhaps
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frequency) of periods of low food availability that cannot be fully compensated by increased
foraging effort. To test this prediction, we use the temporal variation in the consumption of the
diet component with the highest nutritional value (i.e. preferred food item) as an index for the
degree of variation in energy intake, henceforth referred to as experienced seasonality. To
enhance comparability with other studies and to explore possibilities for future studies, we also
investigate how well experienced seasonality is predicted by climatic variables - annual variation
in rainfall and temperature (Janson and Chapman 1999) and a more direct measure of plant
productivity, Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI, Pettorelli et al. 2005).
This prediction from the Expensive Brain framework enjoys some empirical support from
a similar phenomenon, island dwarfism. Many mammals show dwarfing on small islands where
high population densities may produce resource shortages (Filin and Ziv 2004; Lomolino 2005),
especially in relatively large-bodied species (the opposite phenomenon, island gigantism, is found
in relatively small species if predation pressure on an island is reduced but food resources are not
limited). Köhler and Moyà-Solà (2004) suggested that dwarf island forms of a rupicaprine bovid
(Myotragus) are relatively smaller-brained and linked the relative reduction in brain size to
limited resources. Based on this, Niven (2007) discusses potential impacts of resource limitations
on brain size in the hominin Homo floresiensis. Weston and Lister (2009) have made the same
argument for Hippopotamus species on islands. Similarly, Taylor and van Schaik (2007) argued
that a subspecies of Bornean orangutans living in a region with more frequent El Niño-induced
droughts and forest fires is relatively smaller-brained because it is forced to feed largely on the
nutritiously poor inner bark of trees more than other orangutans.
The second hypothesis predicts the opposite pattern. The Cognitive Buffer hypothesis
(Allmann et al. 1993) assumes that relatively large brained species benefit from enhanced
cognitive abilities. Seasonal habitats are likely to be more cognitively demanding than nonseasonal habitats because preferred food sources are more dispersed in space and over time.
Larger-brained individuals would therefore perform better in seasonal habitats because their
enhanced cognitive abilities will facilitate flexible behavioral responses to the fluctuating
environment. Thus, we would expect selection to favor relatively large brains in seasonal
habitats. This hypothesis is supported by a comparative study on Neotropical parrots, which
found a positive correlation between climatic variability and brain size (Schuck-Paim et al. 2008).
Moreover, migrating birds have smaller brains than non-migrating species (Winkler et al. 2004;
Sol et al. 2005b), which the authors interpret as a cognitive buffer effect in the residential species.
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The two effects may also operate in combination. If the energetic constraints, predicted by
the Expensive Brain framework holds; the presence of a cognitive buffer effect would reduce the
negative correlation between brain size and seasonality in energy availability. Thus, to test
whether both cognitive buffer effects and energetic constraints operate, we look for a dampening
of the environmental seasonality through increased energy intake. The combined Expensive
Brain - Cognitive Buffer hypothesis predicts that in relatively large-brained species the
seasonality experienced by the animals (i.e. temporal variation in energy intake) is far less than
the seasonality of the environment they live in (Figure 2.1).

Experienced seasonality /
energy intake
Environmental seasonality

∆

Time

b
Relative brain size

Energy

a

Difference ∆ („buffer“)

Figure 2.1. A large difference (∆) between experienced and environmental seasonality
would imply a large dampening effect (“buffer”) through behavioral flexibility (a). Even
if energetic constraints result in an overall negative correlation between relative brain size
and experienced seasonality, cognitive buffer effects would result in a positive correlation
between relative brain size and the difference between environmental and experienced
seasonality (b).

In this study we test these predictions in two groups of strepsirrhine primates, the African
lorises and the Malagasy lemurs. Both groups are of small to medium body size and more
encephalized than the average mammal, and thus devote a relatively large percentage of basal
metabolism to brain maintenance (11-12% as compared to 8-9% in cercopthecoid primates,
calculated from Mink et al. 1981; Isler et al. 2008). Godfrey et al (2001) and Catlett et al. (2010)
showed that age at weaning is positively (or dental precocity is negatively) correlated to brain
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size in lemurs, but otherwise strepsirrhines do not exhibit the usual correlates of encephalization
found in anthropoid primates, such as group size (Shultz and Dunbar 2007; MacLean et al. 2009)
or diet quality (Fish and Lockwood 2003).
The lemurs are particularly interesting here as they are endemic to Madagascar, a large
island with strong and varied climatic seasonality (Dewar and Richard 2007). The eastern part is
characterized by high annual rainfall and a low degree of within-year climatic seasonality, which
is struck in some years by extreme climatic conditions (storms and cyclones, see Ganzhorn
1995). The much larger western part is extremely seasonal within a year for such latitudes, but
more predictable between years. In response, lemurs have evolved a great variety of special
adaptations to cope with the seasonality of their environment (Ganzhorn et al. 1999; Wright
1999): almost all species show extreme birth seasonality (Janson and Verdolin 2005), the basal
metabolic rates of most species are below those of haplorhine primates (Genoud 2002), and the
only two species of primates that show torpor or hibernation are lemurs (Dausmann et al. 2004;
Schülke and Ostner 2007). As lemurs are thus a highly diverse group of primates, it is necessary
to test whether environmental seasonality is a good proxy for energy intake, or whether we must
use more direct measure of experienced seasonality. If environmental seasonality and
experienced seasonality differ, we can use the difference between the two to test whether
relatively large-brained lemur species cognitively buffer the impact of their seasonal
environment.
For African lorises, detailed data on monthly diet composition throughout the year are
largely unavailable (Charles-Dominique 1974; Harcourt 1986); thus an analogous test is not
possible. However, since all African lorises are nocturnal and arboreal and their diets are
homogeneous and largely insectivorous (Rowe 1996), we assume that environmental seasonality
directly reflects seasonality of energy intake in this group. Insect availability follows rainfall
seasonality more than it does the production of new leaves (Wolda 1978; Coley and Barone
1996). Leaf production can differ considerably from rainfall if, as in Central Africa, plant
productivity is not limited by rainfall but by irradiance (Wright and van Schaik 1994). We
therefore assume that variation in rainfall and temperature, as a proxy for irradiance, are more
reliable proxies for experienced seasonality than plant productivity in the African lorises.
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Methods
Brain and body size
Endocranial volumes (ECV) were measured from 428 skulls using glass beads in eight
European and four American museums and added to the dataset of Isler et al. (2008) to a total of
1049 skulls (from 507 known locations). Only adult specimens (third molar present) for whom
the original provenance was known were included in our sample, in order to exclude a possible
effect of captivity. In total, our sample comprises 934 adult individuals from 36 lemur species
from 215 locations and 15 loris species from 241 locations (Table A2.4).
It has been documented that primates tend to have smaller body sizes in more seasonal
habitats (Albrecht et al. 1990; Lehman et al. 2005; Plavcan et al. 2005). It is therefore important
to include body size as a covariate in the analyses. Body masses from wild study populations
were collected from literature sources (Table A2.4). In their monumental compilation of primate
body masses, Smith and Jungers (1997) also included body weights from populations of the Duke
Lemur Center (DLC) in Durham USA, but since there is a large captivity effect on body mass
(Isler et al. 2008) we did not include studies on body weights from the DLC. Male and female
body mass and endocranial volumes were pooled, since most strepsirrhine primates do not exhibit
sexual dimorphism in body mass (if it exists, females tend to be slightly heavier, see Kappeler
1997).
For 7 out of 36 species no wild body mass data were available. Therefore, bitubular
breadth and bizygomatic breadth of the skulls were used to estimate body mass (Plavcan 2003).
Results did not differ in their level of significance if these species were excluded from the
analyses, and therefore they were included.

Seasonality
Malagasy lemurs
In lemurs, we measure experienced seasonality by using temporal variation in the
consumption of the diet component with the highest nutritional value. The dietary data were
taken from Hemingway and Bynum (2005), with additional recent studies added (Table A2.4). In
total, dietary data were available for 26 populations of 19 lemur species. The coefficient of
variation (CV) in consumption of dietary components over a year was measured from the
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monthly means of the following food items: insects, fruit/seeds, flowers, young leaves and
mature leaves. From this, we calculated the CV in the item with the highest nutritional value
eaten for more than 10% of the average feeding time (insects > fruit/seeds > flowers > young
leaves > mature leaves), henceforth referred to as CV in diet. Second, the total nutritional value
per month was calculated as the sum of each item times its quality (8 for insects, 5 for fruits,
seeds, flowers, 3 for young leaves, 1 for mature leaves, Langer 2003), yielding a coefficient of
variation of net energy intake. We assume that energy expenditure is equal throughout the year,
since field metabolic rates are too insufficiently studied.
Ideally, we would use diet variability, brain and body mass of the same population for
each lemur species. However, diet composition has generally been studied in different
populations than the specimens available in museum from which brain sizes were measured.
Therefore, we compiled values of brain and body mass sampled within a 100 km radius of the
population in which diet composition was studied. However, results from an overall average of
brain and body mass dataset (N=19) did not differ in their level of significance from results from
this reduced conservative dataset (N=15); therefore all of our results presented here are based on
the larger dataset.
We tested whether experienced seasonality matches environmental seasonality reflected
by plant productivity and climatic seasonality. van Schaik and Pfannes (2005) showed that
tropical primates living in climatically seasonal habitats experience seasonality in resource
availability. In their study, three measures of precipitation variation correlate positively with
flush/flower/fruit availability: first, the coefficient of variation (CV=Standard deviation
(SD)/mean); second, the mean vector length (r) that estimates the concentration of precipitation
over the year (Batschelet 1981); third, P2T as a measure of the length of the dry season, a dry
month is defined when its total precipitation is less than two times the mean temperature (Walter
1971)1. We calculated these three seasonality measures (CV, r and P2T) from monthly
precipitation means and standard deviation (SD) in temperature. In west Madagascar water is
estimated to be the major limiting factor for plant production, whereas in east Madagascar
irradiance is thought to be limiting plant productivity (Boisvenue and Running 2006). All these
climatic seasonality measures were calculated from the WorldClim data base (Hijmans et al.

P2T = number of dry months per year, with a dry month defined by precipitation (P; mL) < 2 x temperature (T;
degrees C). For example, a month with a mean temperature of 30_C and less than 60 mL of precipitation will be
considered dry.

1
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2005) using ArcGIS 9.1. In addition, we extracted the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI, see Myneni et al. 2005), a more direct measure of plant productivity, from the GIMMS
database (Tucker et al. 2005) and calculated its seasonality using the coefficient of variation
(CV).

African lorises
For lorises, diet composition data are not available in sufficient detail to study monthly
variation (Charles-Dominique 1974; Harcourt 1986). Fortunately, however African lorises are
homogeneous in their diet and lifestyle, and we therefore assume that environmental seasonality
is a good proxy of experienced seasonality in this group. We calculated the same climatic
measures as described above (CV in precipitation, r in precipitation, P2T – the number of dry
months – and SD in temperature). However, in contrasts to the situation in Malagasy lemurs,
plant productivity is probably not reflecting experienced seasonality in lorises, since in Equatorial
Africa plant productivity does not correlate with insect availability (Wolda 1978; Coley and
Barone 1996).

Analyses of brain size variation
First, we tested whether seasonality was an energetic constraint on brain size by
examining the relationship between relative brain size and seasonality. In the lemurs, results of
analyses using the CV of only highest nutritional value food item were very similar to those
obtained using CV of net energy intake (dietary items times their quality). Hence, we only report
the first set of results.
Additionally we performed a within-genus comparison in the lemurs, using residual brain
sizes of each species from a brain against body mass regression within lemurs (Table A2.3). We
compared the relative brain sizes from taxa inhabiting the western, more seasonal part of
Madagascar with their sister taxa inhabiting the eastern, less seasonal part of Madagascar. We
expected that the sister taxa living in the western part would have relatively smaller brains than
the ones living in the eastern part.
Second, to test whether lemurs cognitively buffer seasonality, we examined the
relationship between relative brain size and the difference between the seasonality of the habitat
(CV in precipitation and CV in NDVI) and the seasonality in net energy intake (CV in dietary
items times their quality). Here, taking the complete net energy intake into account is critical
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since we are interested in how much buffering through feeding on fallback foods is taking place
during the lean season.
We controlled for phylogenetic relatedness using PGLS analyses in R (R-DevelopmentCore-Team 2010) with the CAIC package (Orme et al. 2009). Strepsirrhine relations are debated
(Mittermeier et al. 2008), and therefore we ran all analyses with four different, recently suggested
trees (Bininda-Emonds et al. 2007; Horvath et al. 2008; Orlando et al. 2008; Arnold et al. 2010).
Results remained largely unaffected by the choice of phylogenetic tree (see Table A2.1). We
therefore report only the results based on Horvath et al. (2008) (Figure A2.1), with the following
species added according to their location and distances in version 2 of the consensus tree based
on the Bayesian Primate phylogeny from the 10K Trees Project (Arnold et al. 2010): H.
alaotrensis, H. occidentalis, P. deckenii, P. verreauxi, P. edwardsi, A. occidentalis, A. laniger, I.
indri, L. mustelinus, L. edwardsi, L. dorsalis, L. microdon, C. major and M. rufus. Furthermore,
P. pallescens, P. furcifer and C. ravus were added according to relations reported in Groves
(2000) and Pastorini et al. (2001). Results did not differ if the latter three species were removed
from the analyses; therefore they are included in the reported results. The loris phylogeny was
based on version 2 of the consensus tree from the 10K Trees Project (Arnold et al. 2010) with
Galago thomasi, Galago matschiei, Otolemur monteiri and Euoticus pallidus added according to
Bininda-Emonds et al. (2007). As the parameter lambda was always close to 1, indicating a
strong phylogenetic component in the data, we show independent contrast values in Figure 2.2.
Brain and body variables were log-transformed before analysis, and statistical tests were
parametric least-squares regressions, using JMP 7.0.2.
In all multiple regressions, body mass was included as a covariate, and residuals of brain
size versus body mass are shown in graphs. Diurnality, degree of folivory and group size have
been shown to correlate with brain size in primates (reviewed in Healy and Rowe 2007); hence
we took these possibly confounding variables into account. Torpor or hibernation is the most
extreme adaptation to cope with seasonal energy shortages, and is found only within two lemur
genera, Cheirogaleus spp. and Microcebus spp. (review Schülke and Ostner 2007). Although it is
unknown how the metabolic requirements of brain tissue are affected by torpor or hibernation in
primates, these two genera are among the least encephalized of all primates and a possible
relationship between periodic torpor and brain size can be expected. Therefore, we selected a
model with the best fit according to the Information Theory Criterion (Akaike 1974) including
the following possible co-variables: body mass, variability in diet, hibernation/torpor, diurnality
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(nocturnal, diurnal, cathemeral), degree of folivory (yearly average percentage of leaves in the
diet) and maximum group size.
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Results
Experienced vs. environmental seasonality
We tested the predictive power of monthly variation in plant productivity and climate for
experienced seasonality in the Malagasy lemurs. Only the coefficient of variation (CV) in plant
productivity (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, NDVI) and the concentration (r) in
precipitation were significantly correlated with CV in diet (NDVI: r2=0.31, p=0.014; r in
precipitation: r2=0.23, p=0.037), whereas the other measures of climatic seasonality showed only
a trend or no significance (CV in precipitation: r2=0.20, p=0.05; P2T (number of dry months):
r2=0.13, p=0.13; SD in temperature: r2=0.03, p=0.48). The low coefficient of determination r2
indicated that variation in plant productivity (CV in NDVI) and precipitation (r in precipitation)
were rather weak predictors for experienced seasonality in the lemurs.

Seasonality as an energetic constraint on brain size
In lemurs, variation in diet was significantly negatively correlated with brain size (PGLS
t=-3.35, p=0.004, λ=0.999; Figure 2.2a and 2.2b), indicating that lemur species with more
variation in the consumption of their preferred food item have smaller brains. The best fit model
according to the Akaike’s Information Theory Criterion included body mass, CV in diet and
group size with a significant influence of body mass and CV in diet (Table 2.1). The relationships
between brain size and variation in precipitation and plant productivity were all negative for the
lemurs, but only CV in plant productivity and length of dry season (P2T) showed a significant
correlation (Table 2.1).
With our within-genus comparison in the lemurs, we confirmed that taxa inhabiting the
western, more seasonal part of Madagascar evolved relatively smaller brains than their sister taxa
living on the eastern side (Table A2.2). The effect is stronger within the smaller sister taxa
(Microcebus, Cheirogaleus) than the larger ones (Propithecus).
In the African lorises, we found a significant negative correlation between relative brain
size and all environmental variables, except length of dry season (P2T), where we found a strong
trend (Table 2.1, Figure 2.2c and 2.2d). As expected, plant productivity and relative brain size
were not correlated in this group.
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Seasonality as a cognitive challenge
The negative correlations we found between relative brain size and experienced
seasonality support the Expensive Brain framework. However, cognitive buffer effects, predicted
by the Cognitive Buffer hypothesis, could still apply in addition to the energetic constraints; since
within lemurs experienced seasonality, as proxied by temporal variation in energy intake, is not
well predicted by environmental seasonality (see above). Therefore, we tested whether a
combination of energetic constraints and cognitive buffer effects applied here. We found a
positive trend between relative brain size and the difference between experienced seasonality and
environmental seasonality (experienced seasonality - seasonality in plant productivity: N=19,
species level: t=2.13, p=0.05, PGLS: p=0.14, λ=1.00; experienced seasonality - seasonality in
precipitation: N=19, species level: t=1.83, p=0.09, PGLS: p=0.11, λ=1.00). We found no
difference in the results when we controlled for possible confounding variables (hibernation /
torpor, diurnality, degree of folivory and maximum group size).

Table 2.1. PGLS best fit models between relative brain size (corrected for body mass)
and climatic seasonality in Malagasy lemurs and African lorises.

Seasonality measure

Notes:

Malagasy lemurs

African lorises

(climate: N= 36; diet: N=19)

(N=16)

t- ratio

P

λ

t-ratio

P

λ

CV in diet

-3.35

0.004

1.00

CV in plant productivity

-2.92

0.007

0.97

-0.32

0.757

0.72

r in precipitation

-0.94

0.355

0.95

-2.94

0.011

0.98

CV in precipitation

-0.91

0.368

0.95

-2.19

0.047

1.00

P2T

2.39

0.023

0.99

2.03

0.062

1.00

SD in temperature

-0.84

0.406

0.93

-2.65

0.020

1.00

For the lemurs, dietary type and hibernation are included in the bestfit model for the

climatic seasonality measures. In the best-fit models for experienced seasonality (CV in diet),
hibernation is included as a covariable (results remain the same if hibernation is excluded; see
Table A3. Since the African lorises do not differ in dietary type or nocturnality and group size did
not have an effect, the model included only brain size, body mass, and climatic seasonality.
Significant P values are shown in boldface. All λ values are not significantly different from 0.
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Malagasy lemurs

Residual ln ECV (ml)

a

N=19
r2=0.42
p=0.003

0.4

0

-0.4

0.5

1

Avahi
Indri
Cheirogaleus
Microcebus
Phaner
Daubentonia
Eulemur
Hapalemur
Lepilemur
Propithecus
Varecia

0.1

Contrasts Residual ln ECV (ml)

0.8

b

N=18
r2=0.23
p=0.03

0.05

0

-0.05

-0.1

1.5

0

0.1

Contrasts CV in Diet

CV in Diet

African lorises
N=15
r2=0.26
p=0.042

Residual ln ECV (ml)

0.2

Arctocebus
Euoticus
Galago
Otolemur
Perodicticus

0

-0.2

0.2

0.4

0.04

Contrasts Residual ln ECV (ml)

c

d

0

0.04

-0.08
-0.1

0.6

N=14
r2=0.24
p=0.0052

r in precipitation

0

0.1

0.2

Contrasts r precipitation

Figure 2.2. Correlation between brain size and experienced seasonality (CV in diet) of
lemurs in (a) the species values and (b) independent contrasts, and the correlation between
brain size and precipitation seasonality (r in precipitation) of lorises in (c) the species
values and (d) in dependent contrasts. In both taxa experienced seasonality shows a
significant negative influence on brain size.
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Discussion
In both Malagasy lemurs and African lorises, we found that species experiencing
pronounced seasonal changes in food availability have relatively smaller brains, controlling for
possibly confounding variables such as body mass, phylogenetic relatedness, diet and specialized
adaptations. For the lemurs, experienced seasonality as proxied by variation in intake of preferred
food was more strongly correlated with brain size than were either plant productivity or climatic
seasonality, indicating the occurrence of buffer effects. In the African lorises, on the other hand,
we assume that climatic seasonality aptly reflects the conditions experienced by the animals due
to the dietary and behavioral homogeneity of this group. Although we were not able to test this
assumption due to the lack of detailed data on diet in this group, the negative relationship we
found between relative brain size and climatic seasonality lends support to our expectation. In
contrast to lemurs, plant productivity is not relevant in lorises, as availability of their most
important diet component, insects, is influenced more by rainfall than by leaf production (Wolda
1978; Coley and Barone 1996). This discrepancy between rainfall and leaf production can arise
when plant productivity is limited by irradiance, not rainfall, as is the case in Central Africa
(Wright and van Schaik 1994). Thus, the observed negative correlation between rainfall
seasonality and brain size in African lorises supports our predictions.
Our results therefore unequivocally support the energetic view of brain size evolution
proposed by among others Aiello and Wheeler (1995) and Martin (1996). Recently, Isler and van
Schaik (Isler and van Schaik 2006b, 2009a) emphasized the utility of a broad theoretical
framework to examine the energetic aspects of brain size evolution, which allows specific
predictions to be tested. Many of these have already been confirmed (Isler and van Schaik 2006a;
Isler and van Schaik 2006b, 2009b). Accordingly, several authors now stress the importance of
considering energetic constraints (e.g. Dunbar 2009), which have nonetheless rarely been
considered in predictions or tests of cognitive buffer effects. In the present study we show that
ecological conditions are correlated with encephalization in strepsirrhine primates. As predicted,
recurring periods of food scarcity evolutionarily constrain brain size because net energy
availability is reduced during these times. In more seasonal habitats, primates evolved strategies
that allow them to expend less energy to compensate for the reduction in energy intake, such as
reproducing seasonally (assuming the reproductive cycle can be completed in less than a year),
switching to energetically less valuable, but widely available, fallback foods, or even entering
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torpor or hibernation during the lean periods. Nevertheless, our results show that such
physiological buffers do not sufficiently compensate for reduced energy availability to provide
equal opportunities to enlarge brain size as compared to species living in less variable habitats.
Moreover, our within-genus comparison within the lemurs provides evidence that these
constraints can work in a relatively short time (1-7 Mya).
The negative correlation between brain size and habitat seasonality would be even
stronger if larger brains would not also have some benefit. A cognitive buffer would allow
species to dampen the fluctuations in the supply of preferred foods and thus limit fluctuations in
their energy intake to a lower level than expected, by finding or accessing hidden or protected
food sources (e.g. extractive foraging) or by switching to other microhabitats. In this case,
seasonality of the habitat might act as a positive selection pressure for a relatively large brain that
would counteract the effect of energy constraints. One might therefore expect a positive
correlation between brain size and the difference between habitat seasonality and experienced
seasonality, i.e. temporal variation in dietary energy content (Figure 2.1b). The weakness of the
correlation found in this study may be explained by various shortcomings of the dataset. In
combination with a relatively small sample, the studies of diet composition may be too
heterogeneous depending on observation protocols and characteristics of the study sites. The
resulting error could weaken the correlations if phylogenetic methods are used (Martin et al.
2005). On the other hand, the weak result could simply reflect the fact that a cognitive buffer
effect is rare within lemurs, as almost all species experience a high degree of perceived habitat
seasonality. The only obvious exception is the aye-aye (Daubentonia madagascariensis), the
single extant member of a family that split off from the rest of the lemurs at least 60 million years
ago (phylogenetic relations are debated, see Martin 2000). This peculiar primate’s brain is
exceptionally large, within the range of anthropoid primates, and is matched by a relatively high
basal metabolic rate for a lemur (Isler et al. 2008; Barrickman and Lin 2010). Aligning these two
characteristics, the experienced seasonality of the aye-aye seems to be low; as an extractive
forager its diet consists of high quality food sources throughout the year (Sterling 1994) and it is
the only lemur that does not have a breeding season (Beattie et al. 1992; Sterling 1994). Thus
extractive foraging is apparently acting as a cognitive buffer in the aye-aye.
It would be interesting to expand our study to the extinct lemurs that were mostly larger in
body mass and may have shown extreme life history characteristics exceeding the range of extant
species (Catlett et al. 2010). The presumably most folivorous taxon, Megaladapis, has the
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relatively smallest brain, and the giant lemur thought to have a similar diet as the aye-aye,
Archaeolemur, has the relatively largest brain (Godfrey et al. 2004; Schwartz et al. 2005).
Assessing the degree of experienced seasonality is difficult for extinct species, but current
reconstructions of diet and lifestyle for those species with known brain size are in accordance
with our findings. The two species with the relatively largest brains (Archaeolemur and
Hadropithecus) are those for which the assumption of a non-seasonal breeding pattern seems
most appropriate (Catlett et al. 2010). Interestingly, these authors found that (large) brain size is a
better predictor of (low) reproductive rates than is body mass, independently confirming a more
general trend found in eutherian mammals (Isler and van Schaik 2009a). More detailed studies on
the relationships between ecological adaptations, life history traits and brain size are warranted in
the extinct lemur species.
The groups analyzed in this study were small to medium-sized primates and relatively
small-brained compared to anthropoid primates, but still relatively large-brained compared to
other mammals of similar body size. Therefore, both Malagasy lemurs and African lorises use a
relatively large percentage of their basal metabolism to maintain their brains, and can therefore be
expected to experience stronger energetic constraints on brain size than for instance
cercopithecoid monkeys. The within-genus comparison among the lemurs also showed a stronger
effect within the smaller sister taxa (Microcebus, Cheirogaleus) than the larger ones
(Propithecus). It remains to be seen whether the negative correlation between perceived
seasonality and brain size also exists in large-bodied primates, or whether cognitive buffer effects
will be stronger.
In conclusion, this study of strepsirrhine primates supports the argument that seasonality
has acted primarily as a constraint rather than a positive selective pressure on brain size. We
propose that the effect of seasonality on strepsirrhine brain sizes and the reduced brain size of
island dwarfs are special cases of a far more general phenomenon. In general, conditions under
which animals are forced to deal with periods of unavoidable food shortage, as a result of
seasonality (this study), living on islands (Köhler and Moyà-Solà 2004; Weston and Lister 2009),
and El Niño droughts (Taylor and van Schaik 2007), should lead to relatively smaller brains.
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Appendix Chapter 2
Table A2.1. PGLS analyses on multivariate regressions between seasonality and brain size, controlling for
body mass in both lemurs and lorises and group size in lemurs using different tree phylogenies.

Seasonality measure
CV in diet for lemurs
(N=19)

Tree 1 (based on

Tree 2 (based on

Tree 3 (based on Bininda-

Tree 4 (based on

Horvath et al. 2008 [1])

Arnold et al. 2010 [2])

Emonds et al. 2007[3])

Orlando et al. 2008[4])

t-ratio

P

λ

t-ratio

P

λ

t-ratio

P

λ

t-ratio

P

λ

-3.35

0.0043

1.00

-3.39

0.0041

1.00

-3.46

0.0035

1.00

-3.11

0.0072

1.00

-2.95

0.0113

0.98

-2.88

0.0128

0.97

r in precipitation for
lorises (N=16)

Note:

In the trees from Horvath et al. (2008) and Orlando et al. (2008), loris phylogeny was not included. The

negative correlation between seasonality and relative brain size remains unaffected by the type of phylogeny that is
used. All λ values are not significantly different from 1. CV = coefficient of variation.

Table A2.2. Bivariate analyses comparing relative brain sizes between lemur sister taxa
inhabiting either the less seasonal eastern or more seasonal western side of Madagascar,
based on individual ECV measurements from known locations.
Sister taxa in Genus
Microcebus
(rufus vs murinus)
Cheirogaleus
(major vs medius)
Lepilemur
(mustelinus vs ruficaudatus)

Body mass
Range (g)
40-60
100-500
700-1,000

Eulemur
(albifrons, rubriventer, fulvus

1,200-2,100

vs mongoz, rufus)
Propithecus
(diadema, edwardsi vs
coquereli, deckenii, verreauxi)

Note:

3,200-6,500

N
21
(8 vs 13)
45
(12 vs 33)
53
(33 vs 20)
23
(8 vs 15)
40
(13 vs 27)

P

Relative brain size,
West vs East

<0.0001

West < east

<0.0001

West < east

<0.0001

West < east

0.0003

West < east

0.5515

West = east

Species-specific body mass data are listed in Table A4. In all taxa except the Propithecus

spp., the western sister species have relatively smaller brains than the eastern sister species.
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Table A2.3. Bivariate correlations (phylogenetic generalized least squares) between the
seasonality measures and brain size in Malagasy lemurs and African lorises, controlling
only for body mass.

Covariable with body mass vs. brain size

Malagasy lemurs

African lorises

(climate: N= 36; diet: N=19)

(N=16)

t- ratio

P

λ

t-ratio

P

λ

CV in diet

-2.12

0.049

1.00

CV in plant productivity

-2.34

0.026

0.97

-0.32

0.757

0.72

r in precipitation

-0.89

0.382

0.96

-2.94

0.011

0.98

CV in precipitation

-0.85

0.404

0.96

-2.19

0.047

1.00

P2T

1.79

0.083

0.98

2.03

0.062

1.00

SD in temperature

-0.72

0.480

0.96

-2.65

0.020

1.00

Note:

All λ values are not significantly different from 1. CV = coefficient of variation. P2T =

number of dry months.
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Table A2.4. List of species and data used for this study.
Species

BoM†

ECV

Res ln
‡

‡

ECV

9.64

19

-0.252

801 [6]

7.92

2

356 [8]

5.51

(ml)

Avahi laniger

1032 [5]

Avahi occidentalis

Cheirogaleus major

139
[9-11]

Cheirogaleus ravus

468˚

Daubentonia

2800

madagascariensis

[12]

Eulemur albifrons

N
ECV

(g)

Cheirogaleus medius

‡

1811˚

P2T

CV in

r in

SD in

CV in

prec.

prec.

temp.

NDVI

11.1

61.4

0.390

23.0

10.2

-0.315

6.0

118.0

0.758

13.0

19.0

7

-0.040

11.9

51.3

0.325

21.5

9.1

2.53

19

-0.235

4.9

129.4

0.778

23.1

20.9

6.00

1

-0.154

12.0

45.0

0.294

21.8

10.0

46.06

5

0.566

9.2

74.2

0.480

18.2

11.4

23.10

23

0.181

9.5

57.4

0.370

20.4

7.4

Eulemur collaris

1660˚

23.11

8

0.278

11.1

63.5

0.409

22.5

5.3

Eulemur coronatus

1422˚

19.17

8

0.203

7.0

90.9

0.599

18.4

8.3

Eulemur fulvus

2300¥

24.78

18

0.090

9.4

73.9

0.477

22.9

10.9

CV in
†

Diet

1.05
[7]

0.69
[9]

0.49
[13]
0.19
[14]

%
leaves

89.9

4.0

0.0

14.3

1908˚

22.65

8

0.129

6.8

91.6

0.604

13.8

13.1

Eulemur mongoz

1212¥

17.46

13

0.188

6.5

97.9

0.630

13.8

16.9

Eulemur rubriventer

2067[5]

24.29

19

0.144

9.8

80.2

0.515

20.7

11.7

0.47
[17]
0.57
[15]
0.25
[18]

Kirindy

Nosy Mangabe

Diur.¶

Hib.**

5

2

No

5

2

No

2

Yes

2

Yes

2

Yes

2

2

No

11

1

No

1

No

6

1

No

18

1

No

size.*

5

Masoala Nat.
Park

24.6

16]
Eulemur macaco

Ampijoroa

Group

Andranobe,

0.26
[15,

Study Site§

Ampijaroa,
Mayotte

44.7

Lokobe

10

1

No

36.4

Ampijaroa

4

1

No

18.5

Ranomafana

5

1

No
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Eulemur rufus

Hapalemur alaotrensis

Hapalemur griseus
Hapalemur occidentalis

Indri indri

Lemur catta

2154
[5, 19]
1239
[20-22]
935
[5, 22]
802˚
5830
[24]
2210
[27]

22.20

25

0.020

4.2

121.8

0.745

21.5

19.0

13.80

1

-0.026

5.0

106.0

0.695

23.3

14.0

13.74

36

0.127

10.6

60.1

0.386

21.2

9.1

13.75

2

0.285

7.0

102.0

0.673

15.1

11.5

34.81

37

-0.220

11.7

63.5

0.409

22.1

8.1

23.41

7

0.084

5.0

84.3

0.520

27.9

18.0

0.20
[18]

0.81
[23]

0.87
[24-26]

22.0

100.0

Ranomafana

Ranomafana

18

1

No

0

No

0

No

0

No

6

0

No

30

0

No

2

No

3

2

No

2

2

No

6

Analamazoatra,
68.6

Mantadia,
Betampona

Lepilemur dorsalis

817 [28]

6.50

3

-0.477

8.0

90.0

0.599

12.9

27.0

Lepilemur edwardsi

915 [29]

7.24

4

-0.500

6.0

113.5

0.729

17.3

24.0

Lepilemur microdon

1178˚

8.17

3

-0.514

12.0

58.3

0.373

22.9

8.3

9.56

5

0.008

12.0

63.4

0.396

24.1

7.0

2

No

7.56

14

-0.240

4.2

135.4

0.800

25.0

19.6

2

No

1.54

27

-0.015

5.8

62.4

0.380

29.1

12.0

5

2

Yes

1.65

21

0.104

9.6

65.8

0.420

22.3

10.4

4

2

Yes

2

Yes

2

No

2

No

Lepilemur mustelinus

Lepilemur ruficaudatus

Microcebus murinus

712
[28, 30]
725
[30, 31]
59
[32-36]
46

Microcebus rufus

[8, 32,
37]

Mirza coquereli

311 [39]

5.35

2

0.026

5.0

120.0

0.734

19.1

13.5

Phaner furcifer

327 [40]

6.75

2

0.145

11.5

51.0

0.326

17.8

10.0

Phaner pallescens

327

6.59

3

0.199

3.3

112.7

0.702

26.9

24.3

1.58
[7]

0.57
[38]

0.10
[40]

81.1

0.0

0.0

Ampijoroa

Ranomafana

Kirindy

4
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Propithecus coquereli
Propithecus deckenii

Propithecus diadema

Propithecus edwardsi

Propithecus verreauxi

Varecia rubra

Varecia variegata

3672¥
[41]
3430¥
6500
[24]
5656 [5]
3250
[41]
3300
[45]
3600
[46, 47]

30.00

5

-0.036

5.4

123.4

0.777

14.9

14.4

0

No

27.76

16

-0.064

5.9

119.1

0.760

14.7

16.1

0

No

38.47

14

-0.195

9.0

68.6

0.449

21.5

10.0

9

0

No

10

0

No

12

0

No

16

0

No

16

0

No

0.87
[15,

48.1

42]
37.34

4

-0.127

8.5

81.0

0.524

24.3

12.5

26.05

28

-0.099

4.4

97.4

0.612

24.9

20.9

29.37

8

0.006

12.0

43.0

0.284

20.5

5.3

30.88

23

-0.007

10.2

64.0

0.415

21.8

9.5

0.62
[43]
0.74
[44]
0.10
[14]
0.26
[47]

47.3
53.3

Mantadia,
Tsinjoarivo
Ranomafana
Ampijaroa,
Kirindy
Andranobe,

11.8

Masoala Nat.
Park

8.6

Nosy Mangabe

Arctocebus aureus

200 [48]

5.89

2

0.260

9.5

55.5

0.163

6.9

20.5

2

2

No

Arctocebus calabarensis

309 [49]

7.41

12

0.237

9.5

61.8

0.395

8.5

20.2

2

2

No

Euoticus elegantulus

274

5.55

11

0.017

10.7

57.7

0.174

7.7

22.3

7

2

No

Euoticus pallidus

300

5.19

9

-0.103

10.2

67.2

0.448

8.4

20.9

2

No

Galago alleni

260

5.78

5

0.089

10.0

58.4

0.214

7.2

29.6

4

2

No

Galago demidoff

61

2.62

49

0.132

9.8

53.5

0.279

7.7

19.1

5

2

No

Galago gallarum

200

4.32

5

-0.051

8.4

99.6

0.464

11.4

23.0

2

No

Galago matschiei

210

4.62

4

-0.013

11.0

40.8

0.218

4.1

12.0

2

No

Galago moholi

190

3.66

62

-0.187

4.6

100.9

0.685

34.8

21.5

2

No

Galago senegalensis

213

3.95

193

-0.176

5.4

108.5

0.688

20.0

31.7

2

No

3
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Galago thomasi

116

3.01

3

-0.100

11.7

33.7

0.159

2.8

10.3

Galago zanzibaricus

143

3.36

7

-0.107

8.4

62.4

0.241

15.3

15.1

Otolemur crassicaudatus

1150

11.84

27

-0.053

6.7

81.3

0.518

20.3

19.3

Otolemur garnettii

764

10.49

15

0.062

6.1

80.7

0.362

14.1

12.5

Perodicticus potto

1172

12.87

26

0.020

10.3

53.4

0.258

7.4

18.9

2

No

6

2

No

6

2

No

2

No

2

No

2

Notes: ECV = endocranial volume; N ECV = sample size of ECVs; Res = residual ECVs (ECV relative to body mass); P2T = number of dry
months; prec. = precipitation; temp. = temperature; CV = coefficient of variation; and NDVI = normalized difference vegetation index.
†

References are between brackets, unless stated otherwise body mass was taken from Smith and Jungers (1997).

˚Estimated body mass from bizygomatic breadth of the same skull from which ECV was measured.
‡

Males and females averaged together.

§

Study site from where dietary information was collected.

*

Maximum group size according to Rowe (1996).

¶

Diurnality, 0 = diurnal, 1 = cathemeral, 2 = nocturnal.

**
¥

Species that show hibernation or torpor during some parts of the year.

Pastorini, personal communication.
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Figure A2.1. This phylogeny was used for the analyses reported in the main text, based on Horvath et al.
2008 and supplemented with data from the 10K ConsensusTree (Arnold et al. 2010).
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Chapter 3.
Large Brains Buffer Energetic Effects of Seasonal Habitats in
Catarrhine Primates
Janneke T. van Woerden, Erik P. Willems, Carel P. van Schaik, Karin Isler
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Abstract
Ecological factors have been shown to be important for brain size evolution. In this
comparative study among catarrhine primates, we examine two different ways in which
seasonality may be related to brain size. First, seasonality may impose energetic constraints on
the brain because it forces animals to deal with periods of food scarcity (Expensive Brain
hypothesis). Second, seasonality may act as a selective pressure to increase brain size, as
behavioral flexibility helps to overcome periods of food scarcity (Cognitive Buffer hypothesis).
Controlling for phylogeny, we found a strong negative relationship between brain size (relative to
body mass) and the degree of experienced seasonality, as estimated by the variation in net energy
intake. However, we also found a significant positive relationship between relative brain size and
the effect of so-called cognitive buffering, proxied by the difference between environmental
seasonality and the seasonality in net energy intake actually experienced by the animals. These
results show that both energetic constraints of seasonal habitats as well as cognitive buffering
affect brain size evolution, leaving environmental seasonality uncorrelated to brain size. With this
study we show the importance of simultaneously considering both costs and benefits in models of
brain size evolution.
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Introduction
To explain the observed variation in primate brain sizes, several adaptive hypotheses have
been proposed (reviewed in Healy and Rowe 2007). Most of these hypotheses have focused on
relating the evolution of brain size to the selective benefits due to enhanced cognitive abilities
(e.g. Dunbar 1998; Tomasello 1999; Deaner et al. 2007; Reader et al. 2011) which may be
favored by certain ecological conditions (Reader and Laland 2002; Fish and Lockwood 2003;
Shultz and Dunbar 2006). However, environmental conditions may also constrain the evolution
of relatively large brains. In recent years, we have followed an approach of addressing brain size
evolution from a purely energetic perspective, that is, applying the Expensive Brain Framework
(Isler and van Schaik 2009a). Brain tissue requires a high and continuous energy supply (Mink et
al. 1981) and consequently serious starvation, especially during development, leads to permanent
brain damage (Lukas and Campbell 2000). The costs of brain function cannot be temporarily
reduced (except probably in deeply hibernating rodents, Krilowicz et al. 1988). Evolution of an
increased brain size (relative to body size) is therefore only possible if either total energy
throughput is increased, the energy allocation to other functions is reduced, or a combination of
the two is achieved (see also Martin 1981; Aiello and Wheeler 1995; Isler and van Schaik 2009a).
This energetic perspective predicts that brain size is reduced where animals experience periodic
energy shortages in a seasonal habitat. Even if physiological buffers such as fallback foods, fat
storage, reduced activity, or hibernation allow for survival during lean periods, the net energy
availability is still reduced relative to the season in which food is abundant, and brains are
expected to be relatively smaller in comparison with a similar species that does not experience
such seasonal food shortages.
Therefore, the central prediction of the Expensive Brain Framework is that, ceteris
paribus, a species’ brain size is negatively related to the intensity of seasonality in net food
intake, i.e. the “experienced seasonality” (XPR, Figure 3.1a). Recently, we confirmed this
prediction in African strepsirrhine primates (van Woerden et al. 2010). Additional support comes
from a comparison of orangutans subspecies (Taylor and van Schaik 2007) and studies in various
mammals showing that the dwarfing effects of unavoidable food scarcity on brain size exceed
those on body size on small oceanic islands (Filin and Ziv 2004; Lomolino 2005; Korstjens et al.
2007; Niven 2007; Weston and Lister 2009).
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Environmental seasonality does not lead to seasonality in food intake, if the decrease in
food availability is fully compensated by an increase in foraging effort or a switch to other
(hidden) high-quality food sources. The Cognitive Buffer hypothesis (see Allmann et al. 1993;
Deaner et al. 2003; Sol 2009) predicts that larger brains provide the cognitive abilities that allow
for increased behavioral flexibility, which among other things, facilitates the buffering of
environmental seasonality. Thus larger brained species are supposed to outperform smaller
brained species in more seasonal habitats, which are more cognitively demanding because
preferred food sources are more difficult to (re)locate in space or time (Klopfer and MacArthur
1960; Sol et al. 2005a; Sol et al. 2008). According to this hypothesis, selection is expected to
favor species with relatively large brains in more seasonal habitats. Support comes mainly from
studies in birds. Schuck-Paim et al. (2008) found a positive correlation between climatic
variability and brain size in Neotropical parrots. In addition, migrating bird species have smaller
brains than non-migrating bird species (Winkler et al. 2004; Sol et al. 2005b), which can be
reflecting a cognitive buffer effect in the residential species (Sol et al. 2005b) or a reduced
selective advantage of enhanced cognitive performance in migratory species (Sol et al. 2010). In
contrast, evidence of cognitive buffer effects in mammals is very limited (Sol et al. 2008). Reader
and MacDonald (2003) reported that innovation rate or neocortex ratio (both closely related with
overall brain size) are not correlated with climatic variability among African primates.
However, cognitive buffering and energetic constraints on brain size are not mutually
exclusive. Indeed, we expect that cognitive buffering may only partially reduce the experienced
seasonality of a species, still leaving the nonbuffered remnant of environmental seasonality to
constrain brain size. To investigate the cognitive buffer effect, we must therefore not merely
consider the environmental seasonality, but also the amount of buffering, that is, the difference
between food availability and energy intake. Here, we assess the temporal variation in net energy
intake, a measure of experienced seasonality (XPR) by the monthly variation in consumption of
major diet components (fruits, flowers, young and mature leaves and insects) multiplied by their
quality (as in van Woerden et al. 2010). If energetic constraints on brain size apply, we expect a
negative correlation between brain size and this experienced seasonality. If cognitive buffering
takes place to cope with harsh environmental conditions, the experienced seasonality is smaller
than the variation in food availability, which is proxied by the seasonality of the environment
(ENV). Animals that cognitively buffer will manage to keep their energy intake relatively
constant despite dramatic environmental fluctuations. Therefore, the difference between the
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environmental (i.e. expected) seasonality and the seasonality that is experienced (ENV-XPR) tells
us how much buffering is taking place. The Cognitive Buffer hypothesis then predicts brain size
to be positively related to the amount of buffering (Figure 3.1b).
Our recent study in Malagasy lemurs (van Woerden et al. 2010) was the first to look at
both energetic constraints and cognitive buffering effects of seasonality on brain size evolution
using this approach and found strong support for energetic constraints, but only a weak indication
for a cognitive buffer effect. In the present study, we investigate whether cognitive buffering is
more important in the catarrhine clade of nonhuman primates, consisting of Old World monkeys
and apes. Catarrhine primates have greater cognitive abilities (reviewed in Fichtel and Kappeler
2010) and are generally larger-brained relative to body mass than lemurs (Isler et al. 2008). We
test (1) the predictions of the Expensive Brain framework by examining the relationship between
experienced seasonality (XPR) and brain size, (2) the predictions of the Cognitive Buffer
hypothesis by looking at the relationship between the amount of buffering (ENV-XPR) and brain
size, and (3) whether one of these effects prevails by looking at the relationship between
environmental seasonality and brain size.

a) Expensive Brain framework

b) Cognitive Buffer hypothesis

Experienced seasonality (XPR)

Difference between environmental
and experienced seasonality
(ENV-XPR)

Relative
brain size

Figure 3.1. The two hypotheses presented in this paper with their predicted relationship
between seasonality and brain size. Note that each hypothesis forms a prediction between
relative brain size and a different, nonexclusive measure of seasonality.
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Methods
Brain and body size
Our sample includes only female wild adult specimens (third molar present) of which the
original provenance was known, in order to exclude a possible effect of captivity and a bias
through sexual dimorphism (Plavcan and van Schaik 1992; Smith and Cheverud 2002). Female
brain size of 70 species of nonhuman catarrhine primates were assessed through measuring
endocranial volumes (ECV) using glass beads in eight European and four American museums
and added to the dataset of Isler et al. (2008) to yield a total of 1756 female skulls, 1576 of which
with known origin from 1229 different locations. Conversion to brain mass is not needed as the
two have been shown to correlate isometrically in primates (Isler et al. 2008). Because it has been
documented that primates tend to have smaller body sizes in more seasonal habitats (Albrecht et
al. 1990; Lehman et al. 2005; Plavcan et al. 2005), it is important to include body size as a
covariate in the analyses. Female body masses from wild study populations were collected from
literature sources, or if possible taken from the same museum specimens that ECV was measured
from (Table A3.1). Species were included if more than five measurements were available to
calculate an average female ECV value (Table A3.1).

Seasonality
Experienced seasonality (XPR)
We measured experienced seasonality by using temporal variation in the time spent
feeding on diet components (and thus their estimated consumption) weighted for their nutritional
value. Monthly dietary data were collected by literature research. Only studies that reported
consumption of different dietary items over 12 consecutive months were included. In total,
dietary data were available for 63 populations of 36 catarrhine species (Table A3.1). The
coefficient of variation (CV) in consumption of dietary components over a year was estimated as
follows. From the monthly means of the time spent feeding on the following food items (insects,
fruit/seeds, flowers, young leaves and mature leaves), we calculated the energy gained per month
by multiplying the sum of each item by its energetic quality (eight for insects, five for fruits,
seeds and flowers, three for young leaves and one for mature leaves, as calculated from gram
crude fiber per kilogram of dry matter by Langer 2003). Fiber content is commonly used as a
measure of digestibility and thus energy gained per unit time (McNab 2002). The coefficient of
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variation (CV) among months in this measure yielded the CV of net energy intake. The standard
deviation (SD) in this measure was larger between species (0.07) than between populations
(0.04), demonstrating that the variation is mostly between species. We assumed an equal energy
expenditure throughout the year, because the variation of energy expenditure of wild populations
has been reported for only few species (e.g. Tsuji et al. 2008). Daily travel distance does vary
seasonally, but as costs of travel per day are only a minor portion of the daily energy expenditure
in primates (Altmann 1998), we assume that we are allowed to ignore variation in energy
expenditure for our purpose.
Ideally, we would use diet variability, brain size and body mass of the same population
for each primate species. However, diet composition has generally been studied in different
populations than the specimens available in museums from which brain sizes were measured.
Therefore, we also compiled values of brain size and body mass sampled within a 100 km radius
of the population in which diet composition was studied. Because the results from this reduced,
conservative dataset (N=26 see Table A2) did not differ from those derived from a larger dataset
containing the species averages of brain size and body mass (N=36), all of the results presented
here are based on the larger dataset.

Cognitive Buffering (ENV-XPR) and environmental seasonality (ENV)
As a proxy for food availability we extracted several measures of environmental variables
from remote sensing databases. Precipitation and temperature seasonality were extracted from the
WorldClim data base (Hijmans et al. 2005) using ArcGIS 9.1 and a more direct measure of
seasonality in plant productivity, the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI, see
Myneni et al. 2005), from the GIMMS database (Tucker et al. 2005). First, from monthly
precipitation means we calculated the coefficient of variation (CV= SD/mean); the mean vector
length (r), that estimates the concentration of precipitation over the year (Batschelet 1981); and
P2T, a measure of the length of the dry season, where a dry month has a total precipitation (mm)
that is less than two times the mean temperature (˚C) (Walter 1971). Second, we calculated SD
among monthly mean temperatures. And finally we calculated the CV among months in the
NDVI as a more direct measure of seasonality in plant productivity (Pettorelli et al. 2005) than
the climatic variables.
To estimate the extent of cognitive buffering, we calculated the difference between the
seasonality of the environment and the experienced seasonality (ENV-XPR). The measures of
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environmental seasonality were extracted from the locations of the study populations for which
dietary data were reported. Animals that buffer more will have a large difference (ENV-XPR),
since they are able to keep their energy intake (XPR = experienced seasonality) more constant
than expected on the basis of the seasonality in their habitat (ENV = environmental seasonality).
To calculate this difference, we subtracted CV in diet (XPR) from either CV in plant productivity
(NDVI; ENV1) or from CV in precipitation (ENV2).
Climatic data and plant productivity were additionally compiled (see above for details) for
all the species for which we had a measure of female brain size and body mass (N=70 species,
see Table A3.1). Locations from which these environmental data were taken from were matched
to the locations where the specimens’ endocranial volumes originated from.

Analyses
We controlled for phylogenetic relatedness using least-squared regressions (PGLS)
analyses in R (R Development Core Team 2010) with the CAIC package (Orme et al. 2009).
Phylogeny was based on version 2 of the consensus tree from the 10K Trees Project (Arnold et
al. 2010) with Colobus satanas, Procolobus verus, Piliocolobus kirkii, Cercopithecus stuhlmanni,
C. pogonias and Semnopithecus priam added according to Bininda-Emonds et al. (2007),
Presbytis spp. according to Meijaard and Groves (2004), Trachypithecus vetulus according to
Osterholz et al. (2008) and Gorilla beringei according to Jensen-Seaman et al. (2003) (Figure
A3.1). All continuous variables were log-transformed before analysis, and statistical tests were
parametric least-squares regressions, using R. In all multiple regressions, body mass was included
as a covariate. Degree of folivory, group size, home range size, geographical range, gestation
length and mating system have been shown to correlate with brain size in primates (e.g. reviewed
in Healy and Rowe 2007). Hence we built models including these variables to eliminate their
possible confounding effects. We estimated degree of folivory as yearly average percentage of
leaves in the diet and group size as the average for the population concerned (values and sources
are listed in the Appendix of this chapter). To choose the best fit from a set of models, we
followed the standard approach (e.g. Richards 2005) of comparing the AIC (Information Theory
Criterion, Akaike 1974) of different models. A lower AIC value indicates a better fit of the model
to the data.
As the parameter lambda was close to 1 in most best-fit models, indicating a strong
phylogenetic component in the data, usage of a phylogenetic method is required (Pagel 1999).
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Bivariate plots of seasonality measures vs. residuals of brain size against body mass are shown
for illustration, both using species means and independent contrasts.
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Results
First, as predicted by the Expensive Brain hypothesis and controlling for the effect of
body mass, brain size was negatively correlated with experienced seasonality, as measured by
variation in dietary consumption (Figure 3.2a and b, Table 3.1a). Controlling for various
covariates had little influence on the significance of the effect and did not improve the fit of the
model (Table A3.3). This result indicates that species that experienced greater seasonality in their
dietary energy intake had smaller brains relative to their body mass than species that experienced
less seasonality in their diet.
Second, in concurrence with the Cognitive Buffer hypothesis, relative brain size was
significantly positively correlated with the amount of cognitive buffering as measured by the
difference between experienced seasonality and the seasonal variation in plant productivity
(Figure 3.2c and d, Table 3.1b), and nearly so when precipitation is used instead. Again,
including possible confounding variables did not affect these results (Table A3.3). Species that
exhibited less variation in their energy intake than in their environment had larger brains relative
to their body mass.
Furthermore, we looked at the relationship between environmental seasonality and brain
size. None of the environmental variables were correlated with relative brain size (Figure 3.2 e
and f, Table 3.1c). The enlarged sample of the 70 species yielded very similar results (Table
A3.4).
Finally, there was no relationship between environmental seasonality and experienced
seasonality (experienced seasonality vs. CV in precipitation N=36, r2=0.01, p=0.5; experienced
seasonality vs. CV in NDVI, r2=0.04, p=0.3), showing that catarrhine primates do not follow the
seasonality of their habitat in their energy intake.
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Table 3.1. Phylogenetic least squared regressions (PGLS) testing for possible effects of
seasonality on brain size. Each predictor variable was tested separately along with ln body
mass (results not shown, p<0.0001 in all cases). Relationships are shown between relative
brain size and (a) variation in diet, (b) environmental variation relative to diet variation,
and (c) environmental seasonality for 36 nonhuman catarrhine primates.

Phylogenetic

t-value

P

AIC

0.99

-3.39

0.002

-60.9

Buffer (ENV1-XPR): CV in plant productivity – CV in diet

0.99

3.28

0.002

-60.3

Buffer (ENV2-XPR): CV in precipitation – CV in diet

0.99

2.02

0.051

-54.4

CV in plant productivity (ENV1)

0.99

1.49

0.14

-60.2

CV in precipitation (ENV2)

0.99

0.63

0.53

-58.3

r in precipitation

0.99

0.45

0.66

-58.1

P2T

0.99

-0.55

0.59

-58.2

SD in temperature

0.99

0.24

0.81

-57.9

signal (λ)
(a) Expensive Brain framework
Experienced seasonality (XPR): CV in diet
(b) Cognitive Buffer hypothesis

(c) Environmental Seasonality

Note:

Body mass was always included as a covariate. All lambdas are close to 1, which

indicates that there was a strong phylogenetic component in the data and the necessity of applying
a phylogenetic method (Pagel 1999).
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0.6

a

e

c

Relative Brain Size

0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
-0.4

0.0

0.05

0.15

0.10

0.20

0.25

Experienced Seasonality
(CV in diet)

0.1

0.0

0.05

0.2

Buffer [ENV1-XPR]
(CV in plant productivity – CV in diet)

0.1

Contrasts Relative Brain Size

-0.1

b

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

Environmental seasonality
(CV in plant productivity)

d

f

Contrasts Buffer [ENV1-XPR]
(CV in plant productivity – CV in diet)

Contrasts Environmental seasonality
(CV in plant productivity)

Bunopithecus
Cercopithecus
Colobus
Gorilla
Hylobates
Lophocebus
Macaca
Mandrillus
Nasalis
Pan
Papio
Piliocolobus
Pongo
Presbytis
Procolobus
Rhinopithecus
Semnopithecus
Trachypithecus

0.05

0.0

-0.05

-0.1
-0.04

-0.02

0.0

0.02

0.04

Contrasts Experienced Seasonality
(CV in diet)

-0.04

0.0

0.04

-0.04

-0.02

0.0

0.02

Figure 3.2. The influence of seasonality on relative brain size in nonhuman
catarrhine primates. Species-level values are shown in the top panel, independent
contrasts in the lower panel. As predicted by the Expensive Brain framework,
experienced seasonality and brain size were negatively correlated (a and b).
Additionally, there was a very strong cognitive buffering effect (c and d), as
predicted by the Cognitive Buffer hypothesis. Consequently, no clear relationship
was found between environmental seasonality and brain size (e and f), indicating that
the effects tend to cancel each other. For statistical significance see Table 3.1.
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Discussion
Species that experienced a higher degree of seasonality had a relatively smaller brain,
suggesting that the energetic constraints due to seasonally induced food scarcity are an important
factor in brain size evolution. This finding supports the Expensive Brain framework. However,
relatively large-brained species exhibited more cognitive buffering, i.e. showed less seasonality
in their diet consumption (experienced seasonality) than expected on the basis of environmental
seasonality. This implies that cognitive buffering of environmental seasonality also operates,
enabling larger-brained primates to live in these habitats despite the costs. This supports the
Cognitive Buffer hypothesis, because exploiting varying food sources probably requires cognitive
behavioral flexibility, such as switching to alternative food sources. Extractive foraging and tool
use may be the most energetically rewarding behaviors used for cognitive buffering of
environmental conditions, since they provide access to hidden and highly nutritional food items.
Because what matters is the relative energetic costs of encephalization, it is irrelevant whether
brains are larger relative to body mass or body mass is smaller relative to brain size. We did not
test here whether seasonality in food intake is related to body mass alone, but of course this
relationship is very likely also found in catarrhine primates (cf. Albrecht et al. 1990; Lehman et
al. 2005). However, Isler and van Schaik (2009b) showed it is unlikely that the correlations
between experienced seasonality and brain size, controlling for body mass, were in fact due to the
“Economos-effect” (Economos 1980), i.e. because brain size is a better proxy of body size than
body mass itself. Overall, our results indicate that energetic constraints and cognitive buffer
effects tend to cancel each other in catarrhine primates, because we find no relationship between
environmental seasonality and brain size.
Our results support the notion that larger-brained species may benefit from dealing with
environmental change through behavioral flexibility. Thus, relatively large brains may have
evolved to deal with novel ecological challenges, as is suggested in birds (Sol and Lefebvre 2000;
Shultz et al. 2005; Sol et al. 2005a) and a broad range of mammals (Sol et al. 2008). However,
here we show that to be able to benefit from these advantages, energetic costs need to be
overcome to actually grow and maintain a larger brain.
In African strespsirrhine primates (lemurs and lorises), the energetic effect of seasonality
on their relative brain size is very pronounced (van Woerden et al. 2010), whereas cognitive
buffer effects are much weaker (PGLS: p=0.14, λ=1.00, Figure A3.2) than within catarrhine
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primates. Energetic constraints prevail over cognitive buffering in the lemurs, as shown by
consistent negative correlation between relative brain size and environmental seasonality (both
climatic seasonality and plant productivity, see van Woerden et al. 2010). In other words,
experienced seasonality more closely reflects habitat seasonality in strepsirrhines compared to the
catarrhine primates. The different pattern of results for the two lineages might be due to
differences in the distribution of energetic costs between small and large primates. Extant
strepsirrhines devote a relatively larger percentage of basal metabolism to brain maintenance (1112%) compared to larger primates (8-9% in cercopithecoid primates, calculated from Mink et al.
1981; Isler et al. 2008, see Figure 3.3). Therefore, the threshold for the effectiveness of cognitive
buffers to overcome the energetic constraints of increasing brain size may be higher in
strepsirrhines (and other small primates such as callitrichines) compared to the larger monkeys or
apes. However, a difference in body mass is unlikely to be the only factor, because this does not
explain why most of the much larger-bodied extinct lemur species also had relatively small brains
compared to catarrhines (Schwartz et al. 2005). An alternative explanation is that perhaps lemurs
show more limited cognitive buffering because they more often face periods of unavoidable
starvation, an idea supported by the many adaptations to cope with long periods of food scarcity.
Thus, the only hibernating primates are found among lemurs (Schülke and Ostner 2007), and all
lemurs are seasonal breeders, except the large-brained aye-aye (Sterling 1994), which is an
extractive forager.
The two hypotheses presented in this paper, the Expensive Brain framework, and the
Cognitive Buffer hypothesis, are nonexclusive and both turn out to be crucial to disentangle the
relationship between seasonality and brain size. They both affect how relative brain size responds
to environmental seasonality, and can therefore be integrated as follows (Figure 3.4): If the
energetic constraints predominate, a negative correlation is found (dashed line, dark grey area,
Figure 3.4). If the cognitive buffer effect predominates, a positive correlation is found (dotted
line, light grey area, Figure 3.4). If both effects tend to cancel each other, there is no clear
correlation between environmental seasonality and brain size (black area, figure 3.4).
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% Metabolism to the brain

25

*

20

15

10

Catarrhines

Strepsirrhines

Figure 3.3. The relative energetic cost of strepshirrhine brains exceeds that of catarrhines
(ANOVA: F(1,13) =5.23, p=0.038), some Strepsirrhines allocate a similar proportion of
their metabolism to their brain as humans do (dashed line, Holliday 1971). The percentage
of basal metabolic rate (BMR) used for the brain was estimated from calculating brain
metabolic rates per gram of brain tissue (Mink et al. 1981). BMR values of primate
species were taken from McNab (2008). Metabolic consumption of the brain mass was

Cognitive buffer effect

Relative
brain size

Expensive brain effect

then divided by basal metabolic consumption of the body.

Environmental seasonality (ENV)

Figure 3.4. The predictions of the two hypotheses, the Expensive Brain framework and
the Cognitive Buffer hypothesis, presented in this article can be integrated into one
graphical representation between environmental seasonality and brain size. A negative
correlation will be found if energetic constraints prevail (dark grey area), whereas if
cognitive buffer effects are most important a positive correlation will be found (light grey
area). If these effects are equally strong, there will be no correlation between
environmental seasonality and brain size (black area).
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We expect the effects of energetic constraints to prevail if animals cannot move into other
habitats, or if a dietary switch to explore hidden high-quality food sources is somehow prevented
(e.g. extractive foraging). A high energy consumption of the brain relative to total metabolism
and a high extrinsic (unavoidable) mortality further reduce the possible benefits of a cognitive
buffer. Thus, we expect cognitive buffer effects to be most apparent in the following categories of
animals: (i) animals that can fly or swim and thus easily sample other habitats or move into other
regions, such as birds, bats and some classes of marine mammals, (ii) animals that can more
easily cope with minor reductions in food availability because their brains usurp only a relatively
modest portion of the energy budget, in particular due to large body size, such as large
carnivores; and (iii) animals that rely on extractive foraging, food caching, or that exploit
dispersed food patches. These predictions are in accordance with previous findings on birds. In
temperate Palearctic temperate birds, cognitive buffer effects prevail over energetic constraints
(Sol et al. 2005b; Sol et al. 2007). Furthermore, in South-American parrots there is a direct
positive relationship between environmental seasonality and relative brain size (Schuck-Paim et
al. 2008), also hinting at a prevalence of cognitive buffer effects over energetic constraints. In
lineages lacking these features, especially smaller non-volant mammals, the expensive brain
effects should predominate, leading to a negative correlation between both environmental and
experienced seasonality and brain size.
Both the cost and the benefits perspectives concern energy acquisition i.e. are explicitly
ecological. They explain a reasonable amount of variation in brain size and thus support
ecological approaches to brain size evolution (Byrne 1997), although they must be tested in more
detail using direct measures of food availability instead of using environmental seasonality as a
proxy. It is not clear whether the social benefits of brain size increases (Dunbar 1998) will
account for additional variation in brain size once these ecological effects are factored in. Future
studies should try to integrate all perspectives to assess their relative importance.
Overall, this study shows the importance of incorporating both costs and benefit
perspectives in models on brain size evolution. In catarrhine primates, cognitive buffers just
manage to level out the energetic constraints of the environmental seasonality. For any species,
we must carefully consider the magnitude of these effects separately. The evolution of early
hominins may be an example of how cognitive buffering can surmount energetic constraints. On
the other hand, cognitive buffering may not be an option in a restricted island habitat like the one
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of Homo floresiensis or if severe nonperiodic droughts, like El-Niño effect in the East Borneo for
Pongo pygmaeus morio, lead to unavoidable periods of starvation.
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Appendix Chapter 3
Table A3.1. List of species and their specific data used in this study.
Species

Bunopithecus
hoolock
Cercocebus atys
Cercopithecus
albogularis
Cercopithecus
ascanius
Cercopithecus
campbelli
Cercopithecus
cephus
Cercopithecus
diana
Cercopithecus
lhoesti
Cercopithecus
lowei
Cercopithecus
mitis
Cercopithecus
mona
Cercopithecus
nictitans
Cercopithecus
petaurista
Cercopithecus
pogonias

BoM

ECV

N

CV in

(g)

(ml)

ECV

diet

11

0.045

6350*
6200[52]
4262*

2902*

2545*
2880[52]
3900[52]
3450[52]
2097*

4629*

1920*

4260[52]

2919*

2900[52]

106.6
±9.2
85.9
±7.8
66.2
±8.1
56.7
±5.6
54.9
±5.7
60.7
±8.4
57.3
±4.8
66.5
±4.8
51.2
±6.1
65.8
±6.5

% LV

CV in

CV in

in diet

Prec†

NDVI†

6.3

0.830

0.25

Diff

Diff

(CV in

(CV in

NDVI†)

Prec†)

0.206

0.785

r in

SD in

CV in

Prec‡

Prec‡

Temp‡

NDVI‡

8.8

0.907

0.608

40.4

0.201

10

12.0

0.560

0.315

6.3

0.156

20

9.5

0.736

0.333

16.0

0.138

Lawachara, Bangladesh[1]

0.102

Budongo Forest, Uganda[2];

±0.06

Kakamega, Kenya[3]

0.064

Tai Forest, Cote d’Ivoire[4]

Group

HR

Mating

Gest.

size†

(ha)$

system§

(d)

GeoR

CV in

Diet Study Location

3.5

0

(deg.

10.15

27.5

0.380

0.070

-0.04

0.278

22

3.2

1

172[55]

22.19

11.2

0.386

0.176

4.8

0.095

12.3

0.490

0.142

0.078

0.426

9

21.5

1

180[56]

10.87

11.1

0.580

0.324

7.6

0.175

7.9

0.650

0.216

0.133

0.567

6

34

1

170[55]

12.64

9.2

0.625

0.256

10.0

0.198

18.5

0.490

0.142

0.006

0.354

24

105.5

1

5.82

11.1

0.584

0.308

7.6

0.154

12

11.7

0.347

0.157

4.7

0.081

6

9.3

0.648

0.323

10.1

0.378

9.9

0.504

0.287

7.2

0.127

10.7

0.663

0.404

8.7

0.166

15.43

9.9

0.556

0.216

8.4

0.209

7.63

11.0

0.567

0.314

8.1

0.180

11.88

9.7

0.573

0.313

8.5

0.144

25

21
17
14

34

0.083

Makokou[5]; Lope Reserve[6],

±0.002

Gabon

0.136

Tai Forest, Cote d’Ivoire[4]

0.188
±0.08

Zomba plateau, Malawi[7];
Budongo Forest, Uganda[2];

35.9

0.580

0.089

-0.1

0.388

27

83.8

1

176[57]

25.42

Kakamega, Kenya[3]

55.9
±2.8
66.8
±7.9
52.7
±7.3
56.5
±5.0

P2T

Lat)€

21

27

12

0.122

Makokou[5]; Makande[8]; Lope

±0.05

Reserve[6], Gabon

0.163

Tai Forest, Cote d’Ivoire[4]

0.06

Makokou[5]; Makande[8],

±0.01

Gabon

13.6

0.660

0.195

0.073

0.538

13.5

43.6

0.490

0.142

-0.02

0.327

10

8.0

0.650

0.221

0.160

0.585

14

120.5

1

170

1

103

1

170
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Cercopithecus
stuhlmanni
Cercopithecus
wolfi
Chlorocebus
aethiops
Chlorocebus
pygerythrus

4629*

2870[52]
3039*
3576*

Colobus angolensis

7849[52]

Colobus guereza

7503*

Colobus polykomos

6708*

Colobus vellerosus

Gorilla beringei

Gorilla gorilla

7220*
97500

[5

2]

Hylobates lar

5383*

Hylobates muelleri

5670*

Hylobates pileatus

5440[52]

Macaca
fascicularis

65.8
±5.6
72.6
±6.1
71.0
±4.7
69.0
±4.0
469.7
±22.5
434.4

5920[52]

Macaca

59.9
±5.6

±45.6

Hylobates klossii

assamensis

57.0
±6.6

2]

5820[52]

albigena

58.3
±4.4

71500[5

Hylobates agilis

Lophocebus

65.8
±6.4

5976[53]

7031[52]

3516*

87.9
±10.8
88.5
±6.5
100.1
±8.6
92.8
±8.9
90.5
±6.2
90.7
±7.5
89.6
±12.7

61.0
±6.0

19

10.5

0.451

0.238

6.4

0.108

9

11.4

0.328

0.128

4.6

0.085

27

7.9

0.783

0.440

12.5

0.260

34

7.3

0.819

0.484

22.6

0.185

15.55

10.5

0.508

0.166

9.0

0.107

5

0.172

Budongo, Uganda[9]

~27

1

21.06

0.267

>300

61.4

0.385

0.066

-0.19

0.135

8

12.6

2

158[58]

15.39

10.8

0.496

0.211

6.0

0.106

56.9

0.643

0.149

-0.02

0.471

13.6

36

2

170[59]

8.65

11.0

0.572

0.318

8.0

0.165

6

9.2

0.580

0.313

10.8

0.247

8

11.3

0.420

0.170

2.4

0.120

10.1

0.578

0.202

8.0

0.211

15

12.0

0.280

0.141

3.4

0.054

10

12.0

0.269

0.164

2.8

0.100

7.7

0.765

0.483

22.3

0.152

37

12.0

0.238

0.142

3.5

0.066

9

7.8

0.784

0.442

13.0

0.091

10.9

0.410

0.188

6.2

0.096

7.1

0.895

0.592

28.0

0.142

11.4

0.415

0.263

5.8

0.064

33

Forest, Uganda[2]

0.228

-0.15

108

Kakamega, Kenya[11]; Budongo

-0.06

0.079

33

0.25
±0.08

0.116

0.500

28

Nyungwe forest, Rwanda[10]

0.400

81.0

30

0.233

34.9

0.259
±0.002

0.257
±0.06

0.025

2

Tai Forest, Cote d’Ivoire[12] ;
Tiwai Island, Sierra Leone[13 ;
14]

Bai Hokou[15]; Mondika,
CAR[16]; Nouabale-Ndoke

61.0

0.406

0.147

-0.11

0.149

9

2544

1

257[55]

12.83

reserve, Congo[17]

Ketambe, Indonesia[18]

0.095

Dja Reserve, Cameroon[19];

±0.07

Makande, Gabon[8]

3.2

9.1

0.330

0.615

0.093

0.191

0.068

0.096

0.305

0.520

5

15

34.2

250

0

2

213[55]

175[55]

23.08

13.47

10

99

0.130
±0.06

Kutai National Reserve[20];
Ketambe2; Tanjung Puting[21],
Indonesia

16.7

0.290

0.079

-0.05

0.160

27

69.3

2

163[60]

31.47
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Macaca fuscata

8030[52]

Macaca hecki

6800[52]

Macaca mulatta
Macaca
nemestrina

5670*
6539*

Macaca nigra

5470[52]

Macaca sylvanus

96251

Macaca tonkeana

9000[52]

Mandrillus
leucophaeus
Mandrillus sphinx

Nasalis larvatus

Nomascus
gabriellae
Pan t.
schweinfurthii
Papio anubis

Papio
cynocephalus

8840*
12800

[5

4]

97.9
±13.8

94.6
±8.4
82.2
±13.2
98.6
±8.8
80.2
±7.4
94.8
±7.1
93.7
±6.3
126.3
±15.2
137.3
±20.2

9730*

7320[52]

84.9
±6.8
115.8
±5.8

33700[5

391.6

2]

±37.1

14969*

13121*

153.5
±14.4
149.6
±14.0

6

0.227

Yakushima, Japan[22-25]

31.8

0.450

0.085

-0.14

0.223

12

177.1

2

173[55]

12.0

0.450

0.292

76.5

0.164

5

12.0

0.190

0.069

3.2

0.029

37

8.7

0.870

0.564

40.1

0.186

20

11.8

0.301

0.175

6.1

0.066

12.0

0.338

0.221

3.6

0.026

10

8.0

0.644

0.429

51.9

0.183

11

12.0

0.304

0.191

3.6

0.041

10

0.028

Tangkoko-Dua Sudara Nature
Reserve3

2.1

0.310

0.045

0.017

0.282

67

260

2

176[60]

14.01

0.38

7

0.025

Korup Nat Park, Cameroon[26]

27.7

0.580

0.174

0.149

0.555

77

500

1

173[55]

3.69

9.2

0.662

0.387

9.6

0.149

6

0.060

Mvini village, Cameroon[27]

8.2

0.580

0.190

0.130

0.520

95

500

1

175[55]

7.98

9.8

0.595

0.300

8.8

0.178

0.134

Menanggul River[28]; Tanjung

±0.01

Puting[29], Indonesia

46.0

0.250

0.049

-0.09

12.7

261

1

166[55]

10.0

12.0

0.267

0.161

3.9

0.052

8.7

0.900

0.603

15.9

0.101

10.9

0.388

0.179

5.8

0.113

9.6

0.495

0.236

7.8

0.164

28

0.116

7
11

0.083

Gombe, Uganda[30]

25.4

0.740

0.202

0.119

0.657

44

1787

2

235[55]

13.64

23

13

0.091
±0.06

Amboseli National Park,
Kenya[31]; Mikumi National

45.7

0.810

0.246

0.156

0.719

56

4564

2

175[55]

24.25

8.0

0.724

0.396

11.1

0.185

51.6

0.528

0.149

-0.02

0.357

34.3

57.5

2

174[61]

10.86

10.5

0.646

0.351

8.3

0.170

21.8

0.330

0.093

0.028

0.265

1.5

600

2

243[62]

5.35

12.0

0.272

0.154

3.9

0.046

48.0

0.330

0.107

0.012

0.235

1

300

2

250[55]

9.87

12.0

0.247

0.147

3.0

0.083

Park, Tanzania[32; 33]
Tai Forest, Cote d'Ivoire[12];

Piliocolobus
badius

*

7130

63.7
±7.8

38

0.214

Botsima[34]; Mchelelo[35],

±0.07

Kenya; Gombe, Tanzania[36];
Tiwai Island, Sierra Leone[14]

Pongo abelii

41151*

Pongo p. wurmbii

36754*

349.7
±25.9
334.6
±30.4

19

31

0.065

Ketambe, Indonesia[37]

0.095

Gunung Palung[38]; Tanjung

±0.01

Putting[39]; Tuanan2, Indonesia
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Presbytis comata

6710[52]

Presbytis frontata

6889*

Presbytis hosei

5630[52]

Presbytis
melalophos
Presbytis
potenziani
Presbytis
rubicunda

6567*
4817[52]

6223*

Presbytis siamensis

6366*

Presbytis thomasi

6350*

Procolobus verus

3707*

Rhinopithecus
roxellana
Semnopithecus
dussumieri
Semnopithecus
priam
Simias concolor
Symphalangus
syndactilus
Trachypithecus
auratus
Trachypithecus
cristatus
Trachypithecus
obscurus
Trachypithecus
phayrei

Trachypithecus
pileatus

Trachypithecus
vetulus

11600

[5

2]

10130*
6575*
7031*
10745*
9525*
6060*
6765*
7182*

11340*

7459*

67.7
±4.5
73.1
±5.6
60.0
±3.8
61.3
±5.2
57.0
±4.6
68.8
±4.5
57.2
±8.7
64.7
±6.1
51.6
±3.8
114.3
±3.9
88.3
±3.6
75.3
±5.6
52.5
±5.1
122.4±
11.2
63.6
±3.7
57.4
±6.2
59.8
±4.3
70.1
±7.6

97.3
±9.8

83.7
±5.9

9

12.0

0.520

0.359

3.4

0.153

7

12.0

0.203

0.117

2.4

0.063

12.0

0.204

0.107

3.3

0.074

12.0

0.263

0.152

3.1

0.070

9

0.082

Off the Semaga river,
Indonesia[40]

62.0

0.240

0.036

-0.05

0.158

5.5

1

8.38

22
8

31

0.068

Muntei, N Pagi Isl, Indonesia[41]

0.081

Sepilok Virgin Jungle Reserve,

±0.09

Malaysia[42; 43]

23.4

0.280

0.081

0.013

0.212

6

1

3.39

12.0

0.268

0.162

2.8

0.102

39.0

0.170

0.051

-0.03

0.089

6

1

10.22

12.0

0.259

0.146

3.7

0.075

12.0

0.193

0.082

3.3

0.078

7
5

0.100

Ketambe, Indonesia[18]

52.6

0.330

0.093

-0.01

0.230

8

37.7

1

167.7

3.12

12.0

0.280

0.153

4.4

0.035

14

0.058

Tai Forest, Cote d'Ivoire[12]

82.3

0.490

0.142

0.084

0.432

7.8

26.5

2

180[61]

5.38

11.6

0.549

0.296

7.2

0.160

9

0.146

73.0

0.60

0.231

0.085

0.455

120

3.4

11.0

0.834

0.567

64.2

0.315

6.2

1.008

0.630

21.3

0.233

9.3

0.837

0.437

13.5

0.080

6

12.0

0.265

0.161

2.8

0.098

34

12.0

0.312

0.189

3.5

0.065

17

12.0

0.529

0.361

5.1

0.124

50

11.6

0.312

0.182

4.8

0.064

31

11.7

0.359

0.182

4.3

0.028

26

7.2

0.823

0.547

26.7

0.180

7.17

8.4

0.958

0.639

38.2

0.154

7.26

12.0

0.430

0.130

5.8

0.059

Qianjiaping, Hubei prov,
China[44]

2

6
7

11

7

0.199

0.189
±0.02

Polonnaruwa, Sri Lanka[45]

54.7

0.730

0.026

-0.17

0.531

~9

1

9.48

Madhupur Nat Park,
Bangladesh[46]; Pakhui Wildlife

55.0

0.877

0.157

-0.03

0.687

9

42.5

1

44.6

0.500

0.090

-0.05

0.362

13

4.4

1

Sanctuary, India[47]

0.138

Polonnaruwa[45]; Panadura[48],

±0.1

Sri Lanka

200[55]
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Note:

BoM = female body mass, ECV = female endocranial volume (for more details on the dataset, see [49]), N ECV = number of female endocranial volumes

averaged, CV = coefficient of variation, LV = leaves, Prec = precipitation, NDVI = Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, P2T = number of dry months, r = the
mean vector length, an estimate of the concentration of precipitation over the year, SD = standard deviation, Temp = temperature, HR = home range, Gest = gestation
lenght, GeoR = geographical range. Diff (CV in NDVI) = the difference between CV in diet and CV in NDVI†, a measure of the amount of buffering taking place,
see main text. Diff (CV in Prec) = the difference between CV in diet and CV in Prec†, a measure of the amount of buffering taking place, see main text.
†

Environmental data and group size data were taken from same study location as dietary data. ‡Environmental data taken from same locations as endocranial

volumes were originally from.
$

Home range data are from Wich and Nunn [50].

§

Mating systems: 0 =Monogamous, 1=Unimale, 2=Multimale. Data from Lindenfors and Tullberg [51]

€

Geographical range: maximal distance in latitudinal degrees of the distribution range of the species was taken (source distribution: IUCN redlist)

*

Body mass taken from same specimens as ECV measurements,

1

Pastorini personal communication

2

Carel van Schaik & Maria van Noordwijk, unpubl.

3

O’Brien and Kinnaird personal communication.
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Table A3.2. Multivariate phylogenetic least square regressions (PGLS) between seasonality and brain
size, controlling for body mass using a reduced data set of average brain sizes from individual specimens
collected within a 100 km radius of the study location from which dietary data was taken for that species
(N=26).
Phylogenetic

t-value

P

AICl

0.63

-2.91

0.007

-21.3

Buffer [ENV1-XPR]: CV in plant productivity – CV in diet

0.64

3.09

0.005

-22.2

Buffer [ENV2-XPR]: CV in precipitation – CV in diet

0.89

3.12

0.005

-23.0

signal (λ)
(a) Expensive Brain framework
Experienced seasonality: CV in diet
(b) Cognitive Buffer hypothesis

Note:

All lambda (λ) values were significantly different from 0, indicating a strong phylogenetic effect.
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Supplementary Text A3.1: Confounding variables
We tested for a number of possible correlates of brain size [cf. 63] whether their inclusion
as a covariate affected the correlations between brain size and experienced seasonality (CV in
diet), or the two measures of cognitive buffering (CV in plant productivity [ENV1]- CV in diet;
CV in precipitation [ENV2] – CV in diet). For each covariate, we briefly discuss whether and in
which direction a confounding effect would be expected. Overall, the model with the lowest AIC,
and thus the best fit model, is always the one without any covariates, except in the case of
gestation length which is also the only variable that correlates significantly with brain size when
controlling for body mass in our dataset.
1) Degree of folivory: More folivorous primate species have relatively small brains for their body
mass compared to more frugivorous species [64, 65]. In seasonal habitats, fruit availability
fluctuates more than leaf availability, and species tend to be more folivorous overall. Therefore
we would expect frugivores to exhibit lower experienced seasonality and a larger amount of
cognitive buffering (and thus a negative correlation of the degree of folivory with ENV-XPR, but
a positive correlation with XPR). We find support for both these predictions; degree of folivory is
strongly positively correlated with experienced seasonality and negatively correlated with the
amount of cognitive buffering (Table A3.3).
As a consequence, the degree of folivory might be the underlying factor leading to a
spurious positive correlation between brain size and the amount of cognitive buffering and a
spurious negative correlation between experienced seasonality and brain size. Indeed, the results
of the combined model including the degree of folivory as a covariate show a slightly decreased
effect of the amount of cognitive buffering on brain size (but not changing its level of
significance), but not on the effect of experienced seasonality (Table A3.3).
2) Group size: In primates, group size has been shown to positively correlate with neocortex
ratio, which correlates tightly with overall brain size [66]. On the other hand, habitat seasonality
may affect group size in both directions, depending on the species and the situation [67].
In our sample, group size is not correlated with brain size (controlling for body mass) or
with our seasonality measures, and is therefore not affecting the effects of experienced
seasonality or cognitive buffering on brain size. Incidentally, the absence of a positive correlation
PhD Thesis, Janneke van Woerden, 2011
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between group size and brain size (controlling for body mass) in our sample should not be
interpreted as evidence against the social brain hypothesis, as data on both group size and brain
size are available for many more species.
3) Home range size and geographic range: It has been proposed that species with relatively large
brains and thus higher cognitive abilities can remember more resource locations and thus are able
to exploit larger home ranges [68] or, as a species, inhabit a broader geographic range. On the
other hand, species living in more seasonal habitats are forced to range further in lean periods to
find sufficient food [69], and a geographic range spanning more degrees of latitude is likely to
include more seasonal habitats. Thus, home range size or geographical range may be the
underlying factor responsible for a positive correlation between brain size and habitat seasonality.
However, in our sample of species, we did not find an effect of home range size or geographic
range on brain size or on any of our measures of seasonality; and thus there was no confounding
effect of these covariates on our results.
4) Mating system: In other mammalian orders, species that exhibit monogamous pair bonds have
larger brains than non-monogamous species [70]. However, in primates, the largest relative brain
sizes are found in species with a multi-male mating system [70]. In our sample we find no
relationship of mating system with brain size, but a trend of increased experienced seasonality
from monogamous to one-male to multi-male mating systems. However, when we included
mating system as a covariate, this did not affect our results.
5) Gestation length: Gestation length has been shown to positively correlate with brain size [71],
and this is confirmed in our sample (Table A3.3). Rather than on gestation, constraints of
environmental seasonality on development periods are most pronounced for the timing and length
of lactation, as this period is most costly for the mother, and the timing of weaning, as the
juvenile period is most costly for the offspring. Gestation on the other hand is often timed to take
place during relatively lean periods. However, gestation may be prolonged in adverse conditions
[72]. Thus, we would expect species in highly seasonal environments to exhibit longer gestation
lengths. But if the correlation between gestation length and brain size is indeed an energetic issue,
we would not expect larger brains if the gestation period is prolonged due to poor nutritional state
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of the mother. Nevertheless, we included gestation length as a covariate in our models, as it is
significantly correlated to brain size in our sample. This covariate did not affect our results either.
Overall we can conclude that none of the covariates interfere with our results, indicating a
robust energetic constraint and cognitive buffer effect of seasonality on brain size evolution in
catarrhine nonhuman primates.
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Table A3.3. Phylogenetic least squared regressions (PGLS) with brain size as the response variable, one of the three seasonality
variables (experienced seasonality, buffer 1 and buffer 2) as effect variable, and including each possibly confounding covariate
separately.
A) Expensive Brain
CV in diet (XPR)

Combined model
Covariate

with XPR

Covariate

N

t-value

P

t-value

P

none (no covariate)
degree of folivory
ln group size
geographical range
mating system

36
36
36
36
36

-3.39
-2.76
-3.35
-3.42
-3.37

0.002
0.009
0.002
0.002
0.002

-0.93
-1.48
0.67
1.13

0.36
0.15
0.51
0.27

AIC of total
model
-60.9
-58.8
-60.2
-58.3
-59.2

none (reduced N)
ln home range size

29
29

-3.46
-3.23

0.002
0.003

0.45

0.65

none (reduced N)
ln gestation length

24
24

-2.95
-2.79

0.008
0.009

2.19

0.04

B)

Cognitive Buffer ENV1

Covariate alone
with relative brain

t-value

P

t-value

P

4.15
0.10
1.15
1.77

<0.0002
0.92
0.26
0.09

-1.98
-0.95
0.14
1.09

0.06
0.35
0.89
0.29

-46.3
-43.4

0.20

0.84

0.99

0.33

-32.5
-34.5

1.20

0.22

2.22

0.04

Combined model
CV in plant productivity (ENV1)
Covariate
– XPR

Covariate alone
with ENV1-XPR

Covariate

N

t-value

P

t-value

P

none
degree of folivory
ln group size
geographical range
mating system

36
36
36
36
36

3.28
2.67
3.22
3.58
3.17

0.002
0.012
0.003
0.001
0.003

-1.02
0.14
1.34
0.92

0.32
0.89
0.19
0.36

AIC of total
model
-60.3
-58.4
-57.2
-59.2
-58.2

none (reduced N)
ln home range size

29
29

2.90
2.76

0.007
0.01

0.03

0.98

none (reduced N)
ln gestation length

24
24

2.99
2.86

0.007
0.01

2.10

0.05

t-value

P

-3.49
0.95
-0.93
-1.02

0.001
0.35
0.36
0.32

-43.4
-29.5

0.12

0.90

-32.7
-34.3

-1.82

0.08
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Table A3.3. Cont.

C)

Cognitive Buffer ENV2

Combined model
CV in precipitation (ENV2) –
XPR

Covariate alone

Covariate

with ENV2-XPR

Covariate

N

t-value

P

t-value

P

none
degree of folivory
ln group size
geographical range
mating system

36
36
36
36
36

2.02
1.84
1.98
2.10
1.94

0.05
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.06

-1.76
-0.02
0.66
0.97

0.09
0.98
0.51
0.34

AIC of total
model
-54.4
-54.6
-51.2
-51.8
-52.3

none (reduced N)
ln home range size

29
29

1.79
2.46

0.09
0.02

0.02

0.98

none (reduced N)
ln gestation length

24
24

2.68
2.53

0.01
0.02

2.07

0.05

Note:

t-value

P

-1.48
1.66
-0.30
-0.67

0.15
0.11
0.77
0.77

-38.7
-28.1

-0.19

0.51

-31.3
-32.8

-1.72

0.10

In all cases body mass was included in the model (significance p<0.0001) and there was a strong phylogenetic effect (lambda was not

significantly different from 1). The models do not differ greatly in their AIC values, and in all cases the significant relationships between relative
brain size and our seasonality measures remain.
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Table A3.4. Relationship between environmental seasonality and brain size, using all the
species for which brain sizes and environmental data were available (N=70).
Environmental data were extracted from locations which were matched to where the
specimen’s endocranial volumes originated from.
Phylogenetic signal (λ)

t-value

P

AIC Model

CV in plant productivity (ENV1)

0.88

0.43

0.67

-92.4

CV in precipitation (ENV2)

0.88

1.03

0.30

-93.3

r in precipitation

0.89

1.10

0.28

-93.5

p2t

0.88

-0.75

0.46

-92.8

SD in temperature

0.89

1.17

0.24

-93.6

Environmental Seasonality (N=70)

Note:

All lambda values did not differ significantly from 1.
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Pongo pygmaeus
P. abelii
Pan t. troglodytes
P. t. schweinfurthii
Gorilla beringei
G. gorilla
Nomascus gabriellae
Symphalangus syndactylus
Hylobates pileatus
H. lar
H. klossii
H. muelleri
H. agilis
Bunopithecus hoolock
Presbytis melalophos
P. siamensis
P. rubicunda
P. thomasi
P. comata
P. frontata
P. hosei
P. potentziani
Trachypithecus phayrei
T. obscurus
T. cristatus
T. auratus
T. pileatus
T. vetulus
Semnopithecus priam
S. dussumieri
Rhinopithecus bieti
Simias concolor
Nasalis larvatus
Piliocolobus badius
Procolobus verus
Colobus polykomos
C. velerosus
C. guereza
C. angolensis
Macaca sylvanus
M. nemestrina
M. tonkeana
M. nigra
M. hecki
M. assamensis
M. fascicularis
M. mulatta
M. fuscata
Papio cynocephalus
P. anubis
Lophocebus albigena
Mandrillus sphinx
M. leucophaeus
Cercocebus torquatus
Chlorocebus pygerythrus
C. aethiops
Cercopithecus diana
C. wolfi
C. pogonias
C. mona
C. lowei
C. campbelli
C. nictitans
C. albogularis
C. stuhlmanni
C. mitis
C. lhoesti
C. petaurista
C. cephus
C. ascanius

30

25

20
15
10
Divergence time (Mya)

5

0

Figure A3.1. Phylogeny used to perform the phylogenetic least squared regressions
(PGLS). For details see the methods section of the original paper.
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0.6
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Figure A3.2. Buffering (difference between environmental seasonality and experienced
seasonality) is only weakly positively correlated to relative brain size in Malagasy lemurs
(PGLS: p=0.14, λ=1.00). Therefore there is only weak evidence for the Cognitive Buffer
Hypothesis in this group [63].
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Chapter 4.
What Enables Cognitive Buffering in Primates?
Janneke T. van Woerden, Carel P. van Schaik and Karin Isler
In review Journal of Evolutionary Biology

Abstract
Seasonal availability of food resources can promote encephalization as predicted by the
Cognitive Buffer hypothesis, but starvation periods due to seasonality also pose an energetic
constraint on brain brain size evolution. We show that in all taxonomic groups, relatively largebrained primates buffer the seasonality of their environment cognitively, but the magnitude of the
effect varies between the groups. Here, we aim to identify factors that facilitated or hindered the
presence of cognitive buffering in primates. As expected, buffering is facilitated by habitat
seasonality, up to a certain degree. Body mass, group size or life history pace do not correlate
with cognitive buffering, but largely folivorous primates buffer less than frugi/omnivorous
primates, even if their overall smaller brain size is taken into account. Our results emphasize the
importance of ecological constraints on brain size evolution.
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Introduction
The Cognitive Buffer hypothesis states that the main selective advantage of having a brain
that is large relative to body mass is to deal better with novel or varying ecological conditions
(Allmann et al. 1993; Deaner et al. 2003; Sol 2009). Thus, variation in encephalization among
species is explained by the fitness benefits of increased cognitive abilities (Figure 4.1). Several
studies in birds have supported this hypothesis. Indeed, relatively larger-brained birds, but also
mammals, are better at establishing themselves in new environments than smaller-brained ones
(Shultz et al. 2005; Sol et al. 2005a; Sol et al. 2008). Also, Neotropical parrots living in more
seasonal habitats have relatively larger brains than those living in climatically less seasonal
habitats (Schuck-Paim et al. 2008). However, studies in other taxa did not find support for the
Cognitive Buffer hypothesis. First, in fish, establishment success in new environments is not
associated with brain size, but rather with fecundity and parental investment (Drake 2007).
Second, lemurs living in more seasonal habitats have relatively smaller rather than larger brains
(van Woerden et al. 2010). The absence of a cognitive buffer effect in these groups may be due to
a predominance of the high energetic costs of brain tissue (Mink et al. 1981).
Regarding seasonality, the Expensive Brain framework (Isler and van Schaik 2009a)
predicts that the evolution of relative large brains is constrained by the high costs of growing and
maintaining the brain during the periods of food scarcity which occur in highly seasonal habitats
(Figure 4.1). This hypothesis thus seemingly contrasts with the Cognitive Buffer hypothesis.
However, energetic constraints and cognitive buffer effects are not mutually exclusive, because
the two processes operate simultaneously. Either one may predominate, resulting in an overall
positive correlation between seasonality and brain size if cognitive buffering prevails, an overall
negative correlation if energetic costs prevail, or no correlation at all if these effects cancel each
other out. An example of the latter case may be found in catarrhine primates. Reader and
MacDonald (2003) found no correlation between climatic variability and either relative brain size
or behavioral flexibility in African anthropoid primates, which they interpreted as an absence of
cognitive buffering in this group. But recently, we demonstrated that both cognitive buffering and
energetic constraints on brain size exist in catarrhine primates, leading to the absence of a
correlation between seasonality and brain size (van Woerden et al. 2011). In order to show this,
the amount of cognitive buffering must be measured directly by looking at the difference between
the seasonality of the environment and the seasonality experienced by the animal, as measured by
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the variability in energy intake over a year (van Woerden et al. 2010, 2011). This approach
allows for the identification of presence or absence of both energetic constraints of seasonality on
brain size and cognitive buffer effects in a clade, depending on the availability of detailed data on
diet or field metabolic rates.

Natural selection
Energetic input ↓

Brain size↓

Unavoidable
starvation

Fitness ↑
Energetic costs↓
Expensive Brain hypothesis

Seasonality
Cognitive Buffer hypothesis

Food resources variable in
space and over time
Cognitive
challenges ↑

Behavioral
flexibility ↑
Brain size↑

Fitness ↑
Natural selection

Figure 4.1. Effects of seasonality on brain size evolution. The Cognitive Buffering
hypothesis and the Expensive Brain framework are alternative, but not mutually exclusive
pathways.

Our previous finding of a very weak cognitive buffer effect in lemurs (van Woerden et al.
2010), in combination with conflicting reports from other taxa (Drake 2007, Reader and
MacDonald 2003, van Woerden et al. 2010, 2011), suggests that cognitive buffering is not
ubiquitous. This raises the question why cognitive buffering is found in some clades, but not
others. Potential factors that facilitate cognitive buffering or increase its fitness benefits are listed
in Table 4.1. These can be grouped into three main categories. The first is habitat seasonality
itself; a very stable food supply throughout the year does not require any buffering at all. The
second category is related to the dietary niche of a species. If the options to switch to other food
types are very restricted by aspects of habitat use (small home range or a completely arboreal
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lifestyle) or a specialized morphology (e.g. folivory), cognitive buffering is less likely to occur.
The third category is related to life-history pace or life style: cognitive buffering does not yield
much survival benefit in short-lived, highly fertile animals that suffer high unavoidable mortality.
At the same time, living in social groups may increase the opportunities for social learning and
thus increase the survival benefits of enhanced cognitive abilities. When we test which of these
factors facilitate or hinder cognitive buffering, we must control for the fact that cognitive
buffering is positively correlated with relative brain size, because otherwise we might find
significant correlations only because they reflect a relationship between overall cognitive abilities
and these factors. Thus, we must control for relative brain size in all these tests.
In order to investigate which of these variables correlate with cognitive buffering, we first
examine cognitive buffering and energetic constraints on brain size in a third clade of primates,
the platyrrhines of the New World, which are the sister group of the catarrhine primates (Old
World monkeys and apes). In the combined primate sample, we then test which factors correlate
with the amount of cognitive buffering (Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1. Potential factors that facilitate or hinder cognitive buffering in primates.

Dietary switching options

Habitat

Pathway Factor
Habitat

Reasoning

Prediction

If the food supply is very stable over time,

Cognitive buffering is

buffering is not necessary.

positively correlated to the

seasonality

Folivory

degree of habitat seasonality.
Folivores have fewer options to change their

Folivores show less cognitive

diet than species with a broader diet (most

buffering than non-folivores.

frugivores and omnivores).
Home range
size

Terrestriality

Larger home ranges contain more different

Cognitive buffering is

food sources to exploit.

positively correlated to home
range size.

Spending time on the ground opens up more

Cognitive buffering is

diverse food sources.

positively correlated with the

Life history and life style

occurrence of terrestriality.

Body size

Smaller animals have a faster life history

Cognitive buffering is

pace, and suffer a higher predation risk,

positively correlated with body

which results in high unavoidable mortality

mass.

rates. Survival through cognitive buffering
therefore is less beneficial in small animals.
Age of first

Animals with slow life-histories would

Cognitive buffering is

reproduction

benefit most from cognitive buffering

positively correlated with AFR.

Living in groups increases opportunities for

Cognitive buffering and group

social learning and cognitive buffering is

size are positively correlated

(AFR)
Group size

more likely to enhance fitness.
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Methods
Brain size relative to body mass
As a measure of adult female brain sizes we measured endocranial volumes (ECV) using
glass beads from skulls with a known origin from several museums in Europe and USA. In order
to control for body mass, female body masses from wild study populations were taken from
literature sources, or if possible taken from the same museum specimens that the ECV was
measured from (Table A4.1).

Seasonality measures
To estimate how much seasonality was experienced by the primates, we calculated the
coefficient of variation (CV = standard deviation / mean) over monthly means of dietary item
intake multiplied by their energetic quality (8 for insects, 5 for fruits, seeds and flowers, 3 for
gum and young leaves, 1 for mature leaves, as calculated from g crude fiber/kg dry matter by
Langer 2003). Data were acquired from literature sources reporting monthly dietary intake of ≥12
consecutive months. In total experienced seasonality (XPR), i.e. CV in diet, was available for 23
platyrrhines, 36 catarrhines and 19 lemurs (Table A4.1).
As a measure for the seasonality in the environment (ENV) we extracted the coefficient of
variation (CV) in Normalized Vegetation Index, NDVI, (e.g. Pettorelli et al. 2005) from the
GIMMS database (Tucker et al. 2005). NDVI is a more direct measure of plant productivity and
thus a better proxy for food availability than rainfall. The amount of cognitive buffering was then
calculated as the difference between environmental and experienced seasonality (ENV-XPR).
Animals that buffer more, keep their energy intake (experienced seasonality = XPR) more
constant than expected based on variation in their habitat (environmental seasonality = ENV),
and therefore will have a large difference between ENV and XPR. To calculate this difference we
subtracted CV in diet from CV in plant productivity (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index,
NDVI).
To estimate habitat seasonality we additionally extracted minimal temperature from the
WorldClim data base (Hijmans et al. 2005) using ArcGIS 9.1, as a complementary proxy of food
availability for those primates living in extreme habitats, e.g. Macaca fuscata or Rhinopithecus
ssp.
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Analyses
All analyses were preformed in R (R-Development-Core-Team 2010), controlling for
phylogenetic relatedness with the caper package (Orme 2011). The phylogeny was based on
version 2 of 10Ktrees (Arnold et al. 2010, see Figure A4.1). All continuous variables were logtransformed before analyses to increase normality. The influence of potentially confounding
variables was ruled out in catarrhine and strepsirrhine primates (van Woerden et al. 2010, 2011),
and the effects on the results are minor also in platyrrhine primates, although a reduction of the
sample size due to lack of data adds unstability to the analyses (data not shown).
In order to test which factors facilitate cognitive buffering in primates, we selected the
best-fit model out of the following variables: environmental seasonality (CV in NDVI), minimal
temperature (<15˚C or >15˚C), folivory (folivorous or non-folivorous), home range size,
terrestriality (terrestrial, partly terrestrial or arboreal), female body mass, age of first
reproduction, group size, and residuals of female brain size vs. female body mass. We also tested
the effect of all of the above variables on cognitive buffering separately, but still controlling for
relative brain size.
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Results
First, we tested whether three major phylogenetic clades of primates (platyrrhines,
catarrhines and lemurs) exhibit cognitive buffering or energetic constrains of seasonality on
relative brain size. All primates that experienced more seasonality in their energy intake had
relatively smaller brains (Figure 4.1 and Table 4.2), indicating an energetic constraint on relative
brain size in all groups. In both platyrrhine and catarrhine primates we found a significant
positive relationship between the amount of cognitive buffering and the relative size of their
brains. In these two groups, the cognitive buffering and the energetic constraints were equally
strong, resulting in the absence of a clear correlation between relative brain size and
environmental seasonality. Conversely, a cognitive buffering effect was only weakly expressed in
lemurs, and thus the correlation between environmental seasonality and relative brain size was
significantly negative in this group. In the combined primate sample, both energetic constraints
and cognitive buffer effects were very strong, leaving no overall relationship between
environmental seasonality and brain size (Table 4.2).
Second, to see which factors could best predict the occurrence of cognitive buffering in
the combined primate sample, we tested each of them individually (Table 4.3a). After controlling
for relative brain size, only environmental seasonality and folivory were significantly correlated
with cognitive buffering. These same factors entered into the best-fit model (Table 4.3b). The
weak trends of body mass and group size with cognitive buffering disappeared once folivory was
included in the model, but minimal temperature remained as a negative trend (see Table A4.2).
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Table 4.2. Phylogenetic least squares regressions (PGLS) testing for possible effects of
seasonality on brain size in 78 nonhuman primates. Relationships are shown between
brain size and (a) seasonal variation in diet, i.e. seasonality as experienced by the
primates, (b) environmental variation relative to diet variation, i.e. cognitive buffering,
and (c) environmental seasonality, controlling for body mass. All lambdas were close to 1
(>0.99), which indicates that there was a strong phylogenetic signal in the data and the
necessity of applying a phylogenetic method (Pagel 1999).
Estimate

Std.
Error

t-value

P

Body mass

0.70

0.03

22.7

<0.0001

CV in diet (XPR)

-1.24

0.27

-4.6

<0.0001

Body mass

0.69

0.03

22.0

<0.0001

[ENV-XPR]

0.83

0.18

4.6

<0.0001

C) Environmental

Body mass

0.67

0.04

18.5

<0.0001

seasonality

CV plant productivity (ENV)

-0.01

0.12

-1.1

0.2761

A) Energetic constraints
B) Cognitive buffering
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Table 4.3. Phylogenetic least squared regressions (PGLS) with cognitive buffering as the
response variable and each possible explanatory variable separately (a), controlling for
relative brain size in each analysis, and the eventual best fit model from all these variables
(b).

(a) Individual factors vs cognitive buffering
Variable

N

est. lambda (λ) Estimate

Environmental seasonality
Residual Brain size
Minimal temperature
Residual Brain size
Folivory
Residual Brain size
Home range
Residual Brain size
Terrestriality
Residual Brain size
Body mass
Residual Brain size
Age first reproduction
Residual Brain size
Group size
Residual Brain size

78

0.73

78

0

78

0

51

0

78

0

78

0

59

0

74

0

0.308
0.222
0.025
0.141
-0.067
0.12
<-0.001
0.135
0.021
0.145
-0.011
0.165
-0.023
0.174
0.018
0.141

Std.
Error
0.145
0.041
0.019
0.024
0.019
0.023
0.008
0.04
0.018
0.024
0.008
0.026
0.023
0.336
0.012
0.025

t-value

P

2.13
5.40
1.34
5.87
-3.62
5.16
-0.05
3.34
1.17
6.16
-1.51
6.37
-1.01
5.16
1.51
5.60

0.04
<0.0001
0.19
<0.0001
0.0005
<0.0001
0.96
0.0016
0.25
<0.0001
0.14
<0.0001
0.31
<0.0001
0.14
<0.0001

t-value

P

2.46
1.70
-4.03

0.016
0.09
0.0001

4.96

<0.0001

(b) Best-fit model
Variable

N

Environmental seasonality
78
Minimal temperature
Folivory
Residual Brain size

0.344
0.029
-0.073

Std.
Error
0.140
0.017
0.018

0.113

0.023

est. lambda (λ) Estimate
0
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0.8

A

G

D

Platyrrhines
Res. brain size

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
-0.4

r2=0.37
Praw=0.0022
PPGLS=0.04

-0.6
-0.8
0.8

r2=0.02
Praw=0.54
PPGLS=0.28

r2=0.37
Praw=0.0023
PPGLS=0.04
B

E

H

Catarrhines
Res. brain size

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
0.8

Lemurs
Res. brain size

0.6
0.4

r2=0.31
Praw=0.0004
PPGLS=0.002

r2=0.38
P raw<0.0001
P PGLS=0.002

r2=0.03
Praw=0.32
PPGLS=0.14

C
r2=0.47
Praw=0.0012
PPGLS=0.004

F
r2=0.38
Praw=0.0045
PPGLS=0.14

I
r2=0.28
P raw=0.02
P PGLS=0.007

0.2
0.0
-0.2
-0.4
-0.6
-0.8
0.1

0.2

0.3

Experienced seasonality
(CV in diet)

0.4

-0.2

-0.1

0.0

0.1

Cognitive Buffer

0.2

(CV in plant productivity - CV in diet)

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Environmental seasonality
(CV in plant productivity)

Figure 4.1. Correlations between seasonality and relative brain size in three primate
clades. Data points represent species means. P-values based on species-level (Praw) and
phylogenetic least square regressions (PPGLS). Note that in lemurs (F), a cognitive buffer
effect was not confirmed by phylogenetic analyses.
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Discussion
Complementing earlier analyses on lemurs and catarrhine primates, in this paper we first
tested whether energetic constraints and cognitive buffering also occur in platyrrhine primates.
Our results showed that energetic constraints through seasonality play a role in all primate
lineages, as brain size is negatively correlated with the extent of fluctuations in energy intake, and
thus experienced seasonality. Cognitive buffering, i.e. reducing the fluctuations of energy intake
relative to habitat seasonality, occurred in platyrrhines, just as we had found before in catarrhines
(van Woerden et al. 2011), and thus in haplorhines generally, but to a lesser degree in lemurs.
Haplorhines that could keep their energy intake more constant throughout the year despite high
variation in food availability (as proxied by habitat seasonality) had relatively larger brains.
Nonetheless, from these correlations we cannot determine causality; it therefore remains an open
question whether relatively larger brains (and their associated enhanced cognitive capacities, e.g.
Deaner et al. 2007; Reader et al. 2011) are a cause or a consequence of cognitively buffering
seasonality.
Our main objective was to identify the conditions that facilitate or hinder cognitive
buffering in primates, controlling for the effect of overall cognitive abilities (proxied by brain
size relative to body mass). As expected, we found that cognitive buffering is positively
correlated with the overall seasonality of the environment. However, in extremely seasonal, nontropical environments we would not expect to see much cognitive buffering in frugivores,
granivores or insectivores, as the complete absence of these food sources during lean periods
necessitates other survival strategies such as fat storage in combination with hibernation. Despite
very small sample sizes, because only a few nonhuman primates inhabit such extreme habitats,
we did indeed find a positive trend of very low minimal temperatures on cognitive buffering in
the best-fit model. This suggests that non-carnivorous animals living in temperate or arctic
climates face a stronger constraint than their tropical counterparts on the extent of cognitive
buffering of habitat seasonality.
The second factor identified in our best-fit model, folivory, was negatively correlated with
the amount of cognitive buffering. Note that in this model, relative brain size was included as a
covariate, and the negative correlation could therefore not be due to the well-known fact that
folivorous primates are relatively smaller-brained than frugivorous primates (Clutton-Brock and
Harvey 1980). Primates relying on more folivorous diets, generally have special digestive and
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dental adaptations (Langer 1988; Vogel et al. 2008), which allow them to rely on foods with
more fiber, fewer readily available calories or higher levels of antifeedants. Even though
folivorous primates also suffer from food scarcity in seasonal habitats (Harris et al. 2010), their
food sources during lean periods are generally staple fallback foods (Marshall and Wrangham
2007) which do not require cognitive skills to find or to feed on. Primates without these special
folivorous adaptations usually rely on filler fallback foods during lean periods (Marshall and
Wrangham 2007). These can be foods of higher energetic content which have a more patchy
distribution and may even need extractive foraging or tool use to eat, such as palm nuts in brown
capuchins (Terborgh 1983) and oil-palm nut in chimpanzees (Yamakoshi 1998). Tool use and
extractive foraging are probably the energetically most rewarding behaviors used to cognitively
buffer environmental conditions, since they provide access to hidden and highly nutritional food
items.
To assess folivory, we used a dichotomous variable indicating more or less than 50% of
leaves in the overall diet. This measure is more appropriate to test whether largely folivorous
species are applying cognitive buffering than a continuous measure such as the percentage of
leaves in the overall diet. The latter would induce a circularity problem, as measuring the amount
of cognitive buffering of a species is by necessity negatively correlated to the amount of leaves in
the overall diet, because in primates food sources during the lean period largely consist of leaves.
Thus, eating slightly more poor-quality fallback foods increases the overall percentage of leaves
in the diet, and simultaneously reduces the difference between environmental and experienced
seasonality, our measure of cognitive buffering. The dichotomous variable, on the other hand,
represents only a few, pronounced contrasts between largely folivorous and largely frugivorous
taxa and is thus not by definition correlated with the amount of cognitive buffering.
Although we identified two factors related to cognitive buffering (folivory and
environmental seasonality), they fail to explain why cognitive buffering is weak or absent in
lemurs. This finding could be explained by some measurement error of dietary intake in small or
nocturnal primates, which in combination with the rather small sample size could affect the
stability of a phylogenetic analysis (cf. Martin et al. 2005). But as lemurs exhibit a variety of
physiological buffers to cope with their highly seasonal habitat, the absence of cognitive
buffering in this group (with the remarkable exception of the aye-aye, Daubentonia
madagascariensis) can also reflect the trade-off between physiological and cognitive buffering
recently demonstrated in other mammals (Navarrete et al. ms). It may be that cognitive buffering
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is less feasible for lemurs because they use a large proportion of their metabolism for the brain.
Relative costs of brain growth and maintenance are high in animals that are small, relatively
large-brained (Mink et al. 1981), and hypometabolic, all of which is the case in lemurs. It would
be interesting to see whether the percentage of metabolism spent on brain maintenance is
negatively correlated with cognitive buffering. However, since metabolic rates are available for
only eight primate species in our sample, we were not able to test this prediction. If we assume
that lemurs pay relatively more for their brains than haplorhines, cognitive buffering would need
to overcome an even more severe energetic barrier to be of any benefit. This may be the reason
for a different strategy in many members of this group.
We predict that cognitive buffering is found in all mammalian clades that live in moderate
to highly seasonal habitats and are not specialized folivores or herbivores. However, energetic
constraints also apply and may hide the cognitive buffer effects, leading to a negative correlation
between habitat seasonality and relative brain size. The only animal groups where cognitive
buffering prevails, producing a positive correlation between habitat seasonality and brain size, are
probably those where habitat seasonality is not a good proxy of food availability since their food
source is not reflecting climatic fluctuations (e.g. carnivores), or those that can easily move to
other habitats, such as birds or cetaceans (Sol et al. 2007; Schuck-Paim et al. 2008).
In conclusion, we have shown that ecological factors explain much of the variation in
primate brain size. Seasonality is both cognitively challenging and energetically expensive. The
key to identify the balance of these processes is to obtain direct estimates of both the experienced
seasonality and the extent of cognitive buffering. All primates suffer from the energetic
consequences of seasonal habitats, but only those that can benefit from a varied diet have the
opportunity to benefit from the cognitive challenges.
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Appendix Chapter 4
Table A4.1. Data used in this study.
Species

BoM

ECV

CV in

Buffer
Study Location for diet

(Diff

CV in
‡

Foli-

NDVI

vore

-0.100

0.151

-0.106

0.087

1

7.4

3

43.5

12

3

4

12.1

4.6

3

5.2

441.0

12.5

3

11.5

3

206.0

18

3

5

0

294.7

26

3

9.1

0

500.0

17.5

49.2

0.153

Alouatta guariba

4550*

48.5

0.176

Alouatta palliata

5350*

50.4

0.152

La Selva, Heredia, Costa Rica (6); Los Tuxtlas, Veracruz, Mexico (7)

-0.125

0.133

1

Alouatta seniculus

5600*

55.8

0.162

Nourague Station, French Guiana (8)

-0.047

0.122

1

0.073

0.091

0

Noel Kempff Mercado National Park (12)

-0.022

0.096

0

Raleighvallen-Voltzberg Nature Reserve, Surinam (14)

0.098

0.107

0

0.043

0.154
0.083

Ateles belzebuth

8484*

112.8

0.066

Ateles chamek

9330(11)

109.8

0.087

(13)

107.6

0.033

Ateles paniscus

8440

Nat. Park, Ecuador (10)

Fazenda Montes Claros, Minas Gerais, Brazil (15); PECB, Sao Paulo,

AFR

3

4468*

Maracá, Roraima, Brazil (9); Proyecto Primates Research site, Yasuní

Terres

8

Alouatta caraya

Brazil (4, 5)

§

1

diet

El Piñalito Provincial Park (2); Santa Genebra Reserve, São Paulo,

Group

triality

(ml)

El Piñalito Provincial Park (2); Brasilera Island, Argentina (3)

(1)

size

(g)

NDVI†)

HR
(ha)

3.7

Brachyteles arachnoides

8500(11)

102.2

0.089

Cacajao calvus

2880(18)

71.9

0.037

Lake Teiú, Amazonas, Brazil (19)

0.023

3

3.6

18.2

¥

0.042

Estacão Experimental Lemos Maia, Brazil (20)

0.010

0

4.7

3.7

3

5

485

11.1

§

0.129

San Sebastian, Pondo, Bolivia (21)

-0.080

0

42.5

5

3

1.5

¥

Callicebus personatus
Callimico goeldii

¥

1002

Brazil (16); Barreiro Rico, São Paulo, Brazil (17)

Callithrix aurita

360

10.1

0.113

Fazenda Lagoa, Minas Gerais, Brazil (22); Espíríto Santo, Brazil (23)

0.039

0.038

0

8.3

3

Callithrix jacchus

322(24)

7.4

0.149

National Forestry Station (FLONA), Nísia Floresta, Brazil (25)

-0.045

0.198

0

13.3

8.9

3

1.7

Cebus apella

2501*

64.2

0.078

Nourague Station, French Guiana (26)

0.038

0.116

0

344.0

11

3

6.7

Cebus capucinus

2437*

69.3

0.076

Lomas Barbudal Biological Reserve, Guanacaste, Costa Rica (27)

0.031

0.103

0

86.3

15

3

6

Cebus nigritus

2215

*

64.1

0.026

Santa Genebra Reserve, São Paulo, Brazil (28)

0.060

0.188

0

16.5

3

Cebus olivaceus

2202*

69.6

0.044

Fundo Pecuario Masaguaral, Venezuela (29)

0.028

0.075

0

257.0

20

3

6

Chiropotes chiropotes

2580(18)

55.1

0.013

Proyecto de Primatología Ecológica de Guayana, Venezuela (30)

0.089

0.087

0

300.0

17

3

3

Lagothrix lagotricha

7020(11)

90.3

0.055

Yasuní Nat. Park, Ecuador (31)

0.101

0.130

0

544.8

33

3

9

Pithecia pithecia

1816*

31.6

0.044

0.119

0.113

0

290

2.6

3

2.1

Guri Lake (Pithecia Isl), Venezuela (32)
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Saguinus bicolor

9.5¥

0.125±

Saguinus fuscicollis

412(34)

8.6

0.070

Saguinus mystax

538*

10.4

0.050

6350

106.6

2902

Bunopithecus hoolock

(36)
(36)

Cercopithecus ascanius
Cercopithecus
campbelli

(36)
(36)

3

-0.013

0.109

0

34.3

6

3

1.9

upper Urucu river, Amazonas, Brazil (35)

0.016

0.051

0

32.3

5.3

3

1.3

0.045

Lawachara, Bangladesh

0.206

0.201

0

24.2

3.5

3

7

56.7

0.102

Budongo Forest, Uganda; Kakamega, Kenya

-0.04

0.095

0

31.2

22

3

5

2545

54.9

0.064

Tai Forest, Cote d'Ivoire

0.078

0.175

0

21.5

9

3

3.5

Makokou; Lope Reserve, Gabon

0.133

0.198

0

34

6

3

5

Bolivia (21)

0.083

3900

57.3

0.136

Tai Forest, Cote d'Ivoire

0.006

0.154

0

105.5

24

3

5.4

(36)

4629

65.8

0.188

Zomba plateau, Malawi; Budongo Forest, Uganda; Kakamega, Kenya

-0.1

0.127

0

83.8

27

3

5.4

4260

66.8

0.122

Makokou; Makande; Lope Reserve, Gabon

0.073

0.209

0

120.5

13.5

3

5

2919

52.7

0.163

Tai Forest, Cote d'Ivoire

-0.02

0.180

0

10

3

2900

56.5

0.06

Makokou; Makande, Gabon

0.160

0.144

0

14

3

4629

65.8

0.172

Budongo, Uganda

-0.06

0.108

0

~27

3

7849

65.8

0.233

Nyungwe forest, Rwanda

-0.15

0.107

1

>300

3

3

7503

72.6

0.25

Kakamega, Kenya; Budongo Forest, Uganda

-0.19

0.106

1

12.6

8

3

4.8

6708

71.0

0.259

Tai Forest, Cote d'Ivoire; Tiwai Island, Sierra Leone

-0.02

0.165

1

36

13.6

3

5.5

71500

434.4

0.257

Bai Hokou; Mondika, CAR;Nouabale-Ndoke reserve, Congo

-0.11

0.211

1

2545

9

2

10.2

5383

100.1

0.025

Ketambe, Indonesia

0.068

0.152

0

34.2

5

3

10

(36)

Cercopithecus nictitans
Cercopithecus
(36)

(36)

Cercopithecus pogonias
Cercopithecus
(36)

(36)

Colobus angolensis

(36)
(36)

Colobus polykomos
Gorilla gorilla

5.2

60.7

Cercopithecus mitis

Colobus guereza

0

2880

Cercopithecus diana

stuhlmanni

-0.089

(36)

Cercopithecus cephus

petaurista

Manaus (suburb), Amazonas, Brazil (33)
upper Urucu river, Amazonas, Brazil (35); San Sebastian, Pondo,

(36)

(36)

Hylobates lar

(36)

103

5

5976

90.7

0.095

Dja Reserve, Cameroon; Makande, Gabon

0.096

0.096

0

15

2

6

Macaca fascicularis

3516

61.0

0.130

Kutai National Reserve; Ketambe; Tanjung Puting, Indonesia

-0.05

0.064

0

69.3

27

3

5.2

(36)

8030

97.9

0.227

Yakushima, Japan

-0.14

0.164

0

177.1

12

2

6.1

5470

80.2

0.028

Tangkoko-Dua Sudara Nature Reserve

0.017

0.026

0

260

67

2

5.4

Lophocebus albigena

(36)

Macaca fuscata
Macaca nigra

(36)
(36)

Mandrillus leucophaeus
(36)

Mandrillus sphinx

(36)

Nasalis larvatus

(36)

Pan t. schweinfurthii

8840

126.3

0.025

Korup Nat Park, Cameroon

0.149

0.149

0

77

1

5

12800

137.3

0.060

Mvini village, Cameroon

0.130

0.178

0

95

1

5

9730

84.9

0.134

Menanggul River; Tanjung Puting, Indonesia

-0.09

0.052

1

261

12.7

3

4.5

33700

391.6

0.083

Gombe, Uganda

0.119

0.113

0

1787

44

2

13.3
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(36)

Papio cynocephalus

(36)

Piliocolobus badius
(36)

Pongo abelii

(36)

Pongo p. wurmbii

(36)

Presbytis hosei

(36)

Presbytis potenziani

(36)

13121

149.6

0.091

Amboseli National Park, Kenya; Mikumi National Park, Tanzania
Tai Forest, Cote d'Ivoire; Botsima; Mchelelo, Kenya; Gombe, Tanzania;

0.156

0.185

0

56

1

-0.02

0.170

1

34.3

3

4564

6

7130

63.7

0.214

41151

349.7

0.065

Ketambe, Indonesia

0.028

0.046

0

1.5

3

15.4

36754

334.6

0.095

Gunung Palung; Tanjung Putting; Tuanan, Indonesia

0.012

0.083

0

1

3

15.7

5630

60.0

0.082

Off the Semaga river, Indonesia

-0.05

0.074

1

5.5

3

4

4817

57.0

0.068

Muntei, N Pagi Isl, Indonesia

0.013

0.102

1

22

6

3

Tiwai Island, Sierra Leone

2250

6223

68.8

0.081

Sepilok Virgin Jungle Reserve, Malaysia

-0.03

0.075

1

64.4

6

3

(36)

6350

64.7

0.100

Ketambe, Indonesia

-0.01

0.035

1

37.7

8

3

5.4

(36)

3707

51.6

0.058

Tai Forest, Cote d'Ivoire

0.084

0.160

1

26.5

7.8

3

3.5

11600

114.3

0.146

Qianjiaping, Hubei prov, China

0.085

0.315

1

120

3

Presbytis rubicunda
Presbytis thomasi
Procolobus verus

Rhinopithecus roxellana

(36)

(36)

6575

75.3

0.199

Polonnaruwa, Sri Lanksa

-0.17

0.080

1

~9

2

(36)

11340

97.3

0.189

Madhupur Nat Park, Bangladesh; Pakhui Wildlife Sanctuary, India

-0.03

0.154

1

42.5

9

3

Trachypithecus vetulus

(36)

7459

83.7

0.138

Polonnaruwa; Panadura, Sri Lanka

-0.05

0.059

1

4.4

13

3

4

Avahi occidentalis(37)

801

7.92

0.357

Ampijoroa

-0.196

19.0

1

1.9

5

3

2.6

Cheirogaleus medius(37)

139

2.53

0.250

Kirindy

-0.090

20.9

0

5

3

2

Daubentonia
madagascariensis(37)

2800

46.06

0.008

Nosy Mangabe

-0.031

11.4

0

2

3

3.5

Eulemur albifrons(37)

1811

23.10

0.080

Andranobe, Masoala Nat. Park

-0.046

7.4

0

11

3

Eulemur fulvus(37)

Semnopithecus priam

Trachypithecus pileatus

Eulemur macaco

35.6

6.7

2300

24.78

0.104

Ampijaroa, Mayotte

0.036

10.9

0

48.6

18

3

2.7

(37)

1908

22.65

0.047

Lokobe

0.026

13.1

0

5.3

10

3

2.2

(37)

1212

17.46

0.110

Ampijaroa

0.051

16.9

0

2.9

4

3

2.5

25

Eulemur mongoz

Eulemur rubriventer

2067

24.29

0.132

Ranomafana

-0.076

11.7

0

5

3

Eulemur rufus(37)

2154

22.20

0.106

Ranomafana

-0.051

19.0

0

18

3

935

13.74

0.200

Ranomafana

-0.144

9.1

1

6

3

5830

34.81

0.073

Analamazoatra, Mantadia, Betampona

-0.015

8.1

1

6

3

7

915

7.24

0.431

Ampijoroa

-0.270

24.0

1

3

3

1.6
1.8

(37)

(37)

Hapalemur griseus
Indri indri

(37)

Lepilemur edwardsi

(37)

(37)

Microcebus rufus

(37)

Phaner furcifer

(37)

Propithecus diadema

22.5

46

1.65

0.050

Ranomafana

0.006

10.4

0

4

3

327

6.75

0.116

Kirindy

0.045

10.0

0

4

3

6500

38.47

0.175

Mantadia, Tsinjoarivo

-0.127

10.0

0

9

2

3.4

5.3
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Propithecus edwardsi(37)

5656

37.34

0.127

Ranomafana

-0.071

12.5

0

(37)

3250

26.05

0.169

Ampijaroa, Kirindy

-0.008

20.9

1

3300

29.37

0.019

Andranobe, Masoala Nat. Park

0.015

5.3

0

3600

30.88

0.088

Nosy Mangabe

-0.038

9.5

0

Propithecus verreauxi
Varecia rubra

(37)

Varecia variegata

(37)

5.3

110.2

10

2

12

2

16

3

16

3

Note: Abbreviations: BoM = female body mass, ECV = female endocranial volume, N ECV = number of female endocranial volumes averaged, CV = coefficient of
variation, LV = leaves, Prec = precipitation, NDVI = Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, P2T = number of dry months, r = the mean vector length, an estimate
of the concentration of precipitation over the year, SD = standard deviation, Temp = temperature. Diff NDVI = the difference between CV in diet and CV in NDVI†,
a measure of the amount of buffering taking place, see main text. Diff Prec = the difference between CV in diet and CV in Prec†, a measure of the amount of
buffering taking place, see main text.
†

Environmental data and group size data were taken from same study location as dietary data.

‡

Environmental data taken from same locations as endocranial volumes were originally from.

§

Group sizes were from the same study population as where dietary data were from.

$

Isler, pers. comm.

*

Body mass taken from same specimens as ECV measurements.

§

ECV measurements of individuals with unknown locations.

±
¥

Dietary study of 11 months with 1 estimated value.

Measurements taken from genus averages
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Table A4.2. Multivariate phylogenetic least square (PGLS) model fitting. P-values are shown and the
direction of the relationship between brackets. Only a selection of the several models that were tested are
shown as illustration. Model 3 had the lowest AIC and was therefore the best fit model.

Variable

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

P

P

P

P

Environmental seasonality

0.09 (+)

0.03 (+)

0.02 (+)

Minimal temperature

0.06 (+)

0.03 (+)

0.09 (+)

Folivory

0.11 (-)

0.05 (-)

0.0001 (-)

0.0002 (-)

ln Home range

0.70 (-)

0.60 (-)

Terrestriality

0.93 (-)

ln Body mass

0.98 (+)

ln Age first reproduction

0.82 (+)

ln Group size

0.50 (+)

0.33 (+)

Residual ECV

0.17 (+)

0.03 (+)

<0.0001 (+)

<0.0001 (+)

AIC

-95.36

-118.58

-195.86

-194.84
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Daubentonia madagascariensis
Varecia variegata
V. rubra
Hapalemur griseus
Eulemur rubriventer
E. macaco
E. mongoz
E. albifrons
E. rufus
E. fulvus
Propithecus verrauxi
P. edwardsi
P. diadema
Avahi occidentalis
Indri indri
Lepilemur edwardsi
Phaner furcifer
Cheirogaleus medius
Microcebus rufus
Pithecia pithecia
Chiropotes chiropotes
Cacajao calvus
Callicebus personatus
Cebus apella
C. nigritus
C. capucinus
C. olivaceus
Saguinus bicolor
S. mystax
S. fuscicollis
Callimico goeldii
Callithrix jacchus
C. aurita
Brachyteles arachnoides
Lagothrix lagotricha
Ateles paniscus
A. chamek
A. belzebuth
Alouatta seniculus
A. caraya
A. guariba
A. palliata
Pongo pygmaeus
P. abelii
P. troglodytes
Gorilla gorilla
Hylobates lar
Bunopithecus hoolock
Presbytis rubicunda
P. thomasi
P. hosei
P. potenziani
Trachypithecus pileatus
T. vetulus
Semnopithecus priam
Rhinopithecus roxellana
Nasalis larvatus
Piliocolobus badius
Procolobus verus
Colobus polykomos
C. guereza
C. angolensis
Macaca nigra
M. fascicularis
M. fuscata
Papio cynocephalus
Lophocebus albigena
Mandrillus sphinx
M. leucophaeus
Cercopithecus diana
C. pogonias
C. campbelli
C. nictitans
C. stuhlmanni
C. mitis
C. petaurista
C. cephus
C. ascianus

Figure A4.1. Primate phylogeny used in this study.
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Chapter 5.
General Discussion
The aim of this thesis was to contribute to solving a major question in brain size
evolution: why did the brains of some primates grow so large? I integrated an energetic-cost
perspective and a benefit perspective of ecological factors, by investigating the influence of
seasonal periods of food shortage on brain size evolution in primates. In this thesis I tested two
complementary hypotheses. First, the Expensive Brain hypothesis (Isler and van Schaik 2009a),
from the cost-perspective, predicts a constraint of experienced seasonality on brain size
evolution. Second, the Cognitive Buffer hypothesis (Allmann et al. 1993; Deaner et al. 2003; Sol
2009) focuses on the benefits of larger brains in seasonal habitats, predicting a positive
relationship between the two.
One of the most important outcomes of this study is that the two hypotheses can be
reconciled. They can best be seen as two processes which operate at the same time. The key to
acknowledge this is to consider costs imposed by seasonal troughs in energy intake (by assessing
how much energy intake fluctuates over the year, and thus the seasonality experienced by the
animal) separately from the cognitive buffer effects (by looking at whether the energy intake
fluctuates less than would be expected from fluctuations in food availability). Measured as such,
we could show that larger-brained primates in general experience less fluctuation in their energy
intake than smaller brained primates, at least in part because they manage to buffer environmental
fluctuations through cognitive solutions. However, the degree to which they cognitively buffer
their environmental seasonality differs, with the lemurs showing a weaker trend than the Old and
New World primates. We found that a certain degree of habitat seasonality needs to be present
for cognitive buffering, but we also found that largely folivorous primates show less cognitive
buffering than frugi/omnivorous primates, even after controlling for their overall smaller brain
size. In conclusion, we have shown that an energetic perspective of ecological conditions can
explain a considerable amount of variation in brain size evolution in primates.
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Limitations of the current approach
In this study, we found clear evidence for both the expensive brain effect and for the
presence of cognitive buffering. Our measures for net energy intake and buffering were
necessarily quite crude, but the positive findings suggest the effects were strong because it is
unlikely that these effects are found spuriously. Nonetheless, it is instructive what new insights
could be gained from improving the quality of the various estimates.
The measure we used to assess experienced seasonality, coefficient of variation (CV) in
diet, has several limitations. First, measuring only dietary intake fails to take into account
seasonal differences in energy expenditure. Variation in field metabolic rate would be a much
more precise measure of experienced seasonality. However, this kind of data is very rarely
studied in wild populations (e.g. Nagy and Milton 1979; Schmid and Speakman 2000; Tsuji et al.
2008). The doubly-labeled water technique depends on a precisely measured intake of the
prescription fluid, and has therefore been limited to semi-free primate groups (e.g. Pontzer et al.
2010). The presence of urinary ketone indicates a negative energy balance (Knott 1998), but
perhaps only in severe conditions (Leendertz et al. 2010). Newly developed hormonal techniques
such as urinary C-peptides (e.g. Deschner et al. 2008) can indicate a positive or negative energy
balance in wild primates (e.g. Emery Thompson and Knott 2008; Emergy Thompson et al. 2009),
which eventually will open up new avenues for comparative studies. At present, to obtain a
reasonable sample size for interspecific comparisons, measuring dietary intake from
observational studies remains the best option. Including an estimate of energy expenditure from
seasonal ranging patterns or activity budgets would, however, be feasible.
Second, our measure of food quality is rather crude. It is composed of feeding time times
the relative energy content. Virtually all studies report feeding time rather than actual amount
ingested, and we were forced to assume that mean intake rates per unit time are the same for each
food item. This limitation can in principle be alleviated by field estimates of food intake rates for
each food item, but understandably very few studies have managed this (e.g. Knott 1998), and the
errors involved are not known, but are expected to be large. We also used average relative caloric
contents for broad food categories (8 for insects, 5 for fruit/flower/seeds, 3 for young leaves, 1 for
mature leaves as calculated from gram crude fiber per kg dry matter by Langer 2003). This
simple measure was chosen here because most reports of feeding behavior by convention utilize
broad classifications of food types. Although some studies report the consumption rates of
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individual plant species, they do not distinguish between different parts of that plant (e.g. buds,
young or mature leaves, stems, fruit pulp etc.), which may differ considerably in nutritional
content (which is largely unknown). Therefore, only a crude classification allowed us to include a
large number of species in our comparisons. However, instead of looking at diet quality as a
proxy of caloric content, one could also investigate digestibility (protein per condensed tannin
and fiber, e.g. Beeson 1989) which would estimate how much energy can actually be extracted
from the food source. With a reasonable sample of species, it would be interesting to consider
more details, such as whether protein or carbohydrate availability is more limiting, or whether
morphological specializations such as the size of the liver correlate with the digestibility of
fallback foods.
Finally, in combination with the unavoidable crudity of our measure and potential error
variation due to combining various behavioral data from different researchers, our limited
sample size may explain why we only found a weak cognitive buffering effect in the lemurs. It
remains unclear whether this reflects a special case of Madagascar or whether this is an effect of
methodological inaccuracy. The limited sample size in the New World monkeys may also
explain why the results in this group were less stable than in catarrhines.

Suggestions for future research
Two important factors were not taken into account in this thesis due to practical
limitations: First, physiological buffers and second, unpredictability, i.e. variation between years.
As mentioned in the introduction, there are two types of buffers, cognitive and
physiological buffers, to deal with seasonality of food availability, of which the latter ones were
not considered in this thesis. There are several possible physiological adaptations that buffer
seasonality; one is by storing fat during the periods of food abundance. Small lemurs of the
family Cheirogaleidae are known for storing fat in their tails. Mouse and (fat-tailed) dwarf
lemurs (Microcebus spp. and Cheirogaleus spp. resp.) can increase their body mass and tail
circumference between 30 to 90% before going into hibernation or torpor (Fietz 1998; Schmid
1999; Dausmann et al. 2004, 2005). Other primates may store major fat reserves to gain a
positive energy balance which they need to enter the reproductive cycle (Knott 1998; Knott
2005). Navarette et al. (in rev.) found a negative relationship between fat storage and relative
brain size in a broad sample of mammals (N=100 species). They proposed that encephalization
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and fat storage are compensatory strategies to buffer against starvation, because costs of
transport increase with total body mass, and fat storage is therefore energetically costly, although
adipose tissue is metabolically not expensive. However, in their primate sample (N= 22 species),
this trade-off was not found. They argue that this may be due to a methodological problem, as
their estimated fat storage was based on abdominal fat, which is not necessarily the location for
fat storage in primates (e.g. fat-tailed dwarf lemur, C. medius). A direct comparison of adipose
depots with seasonality measures from my study was not feasible as the overlap in species
between the two studies was very small. As obtaining intact primate cadavers is difficult, and
measuring adipose depots from living animals depends on calibration with sacrificed individuals,
it would be desirable to derive a measure of fat storage from readily available non-invasive
measurements. If an animal stores fat during parts of the year, the variation in body mass will be
larger than expected from variation in body size (cf. Altmann et al. 1993). In a preliminary study,
I therefore calculated a “fat index” as the residual body mass variation, by using endocranial
volume as a proxy of body size. I did not find a significant relationship between this fat index
and neither cognitive buffering nor experienced seasonality or relative brain size (data now
shown). However, the relationships were in the predicted direction (negative with cognitive
buffering and relative brain size). Therefore, it might be worthwhile to pursue this direction of
research in the future.
Second, our data on experienced seasonality mostly reflect variation in food intake within
a year. Primates are relatively long-lived and therefore face the challenges of between-year
variation, that is, unpredictability in addition to the regular within year variation. Relatively
infrequent, but completely unpredictable periods of extreme conditions may put severe
constraints on brain size in those animals with a slow life-history pace (and thus low fertility and
population growth rates), which cannot buffer catastrophic events through fluctuations in
population size. For primates, examples of unpredictable habitats are areas affected by El-Niño
droughts in South-East Asia, which are highly unpredictable between years (Dewar and Wallis
1999; Wich and van Schaik 2000; Dewar 2003). Another is eastern Madagascar. Even though the
seasonal fluctuation of plant productivity is fairly moderate compared to the western, more dry
part of Madagascar, catastrophic cyclones and storms make it very unpredictable (Richard and
Dewar 1991; Wright 1999). Physiological buffers, such as seasonal breeding or hibernation, are
expected only to buffer against predictable seasonality, i.e. when the lean period always falls
within the same time of the year. However, in habitats where the periods of food scarcity are
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unpredictable, physiological buffers do not help. Thus, the constraints may be so strong that, as in
extremely seasonal climates, cognitive buffering is not able to overcome the starvation. If so,
taking unpredictability into account may resolve the question whether lemurs are actually unable
to cognitively buffer their environment, or whether this is merely a result of measurement
inaccuracies. Considering unpredictability in addition to seasonality may also be important when
investigating other mammalian orders.
Despite these limitations, the surprisingly clear findings of this thesis open up many
questions in related fields. In birds, evidence of cognitive buffering comes from several studies.
For example, migrating bird species have smaller brains than non-migrating species (Winkler et
al. 2004; Sol et al. 2005), which can be reflecting a cognitive buffer effect in the residential
species (Sol et al. 2005) or a reduced selective advantage of enhanced cognitive performance in
migratory species (Sol et al. 2010). It could, however, also represent higher energetic costs of
migration itself (Piersma 1998, 2002) and therefore a trade-off between the costs of long distance
flight and the brain. Schuck-Paim et al. (2008) found a direct positive relationship between
climatic variability and relative brain size in Neotropical parrots, but the results differ depending
on seasonal migration patterns: In species that moved from a forest to an open habitat, brain size
correlates with seasonal variation in temperature, whereas brain size correlates with seasonal
variation in precipitation in those species that did not move between habitats. It would be
interesting to test whether cognitive buffering as defined in this thesis – the variation in the
difference between environmental and experienced seasonality – also applies in birds and
whether experienced energetic constraints of seasonality are important in this group as well.
We expect the effects of energetic constraints to prevail if animals cannot move into other
habitats or if a dietary switch to explore hidden high-quality food sources is somehow prevented
(through e.g. specialized digestive tract which cannot make use of energy-rich food items, Clauss
et al. 2008). A high energy consumption of the brain relative to total metabolism and high
extrinsic (unavoidable) mortality further reduce the feasibility of cognitive buffering. Thus, we
expect cognitive buffer effects to be most apparent in the following categories of animals: (i)
animals that can fly or swim and thus easily sample other habitats or move into other regions,
such as birds, bats and some classes of marine mammals, (ii) animals that can more easily cope
with minor reductions in food availability because their brains usurp only a relatively modest
portion of the energy budget, in particular due to large body size, such as large carnivores; and
(iii) animals that rely on extractive foraging, food caching, or that exploit dispersed food patches.
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In lineages lacking these features, especially smaller nonvolant mammals, the energetic constraint
effects are more likely to predominate, leading to a negative correlation between brain size and
both environmental and experienced seasonality.

Exceptions to Marsh’s Rule
From a macroevolutionary perspective, the results of this thesis may help to understand
why Marsh’s Rule does not lead to ever-increasing encephalization in all lineages, i.e. why there
are lineages in which brain size remains stable or even decreases in over time, even in mammals
(Safi et al. 2005; Montgomery et al. 2010). We expect brain size to be constrained in any
situation in which there are periods of unavoidable starvation. Indeed, orangutans suffering from
periods of unavoidable starvation due to the El Niño droughts have been shown to exhibit
relatively small brains (Taylor and van Schaik 2007). And in birds, cuckoos living in poorer
habitats are reported to have smaller brains than those living in richer habitats (Boerner and
Krüger 2008). More general, mammals living on small islands have been suggested to evolve
smaller brains in order to cope with resource shortages (Filin and Ziv 2004; Köhler and MoyàSolà 2004; Lomolino 2005; Niven 2005; Weston and Lister 2009).
Of immediate interest for evolutionary anthropologists is the case of the tiny-bodied and
even tinier-brained hominin from the island of Flores, called the “hobbit” (Falk et al. 2005). The
dwarfing pattern seen in Homo floresiensis fits this trend of ecological adaptation to extreme
food shortage, as other island mammals such as Malagasy dwarf hippopotamus also had very
small brains (Weston and Lister 2009). Does island dwarfing impact brain size even more than
body size, through the strong constraints of unavoidable periodic food shortages? As
Montgomery et al. (2010) analyses revealed, brain size reductions occurred within the primate
lineage. Thus, the only unexpected aspect of H. floresiensis’ evolution is the rate at which brain
size probably decreased. Of course this interpretation depends on the assumed starting point,
which may have been an early Homo (Baab and McNulty) with an even smaller brain size than
the Dmanisi Homo erectus with 650cc (Gabundia et al. 2000). Some evidence exists that
morphological evolution is accelerated on islands (Millien 2006, 2011), although others did not
find evidence for such acceleration (Meiri et al. 2011; Raia and Meiri 2011). Future research
should clarify whether the hobbit’s small brain size can be the result of secondary reduction,
rather than be indicative of a more ancestral state.
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From our results it has become clear that ecological challenges can explain a considerable
portion of brain size variation (up to 40%), when they are assessed from the animals’ perspective.
The next step would be to integrate this approach with the other major factor playing a role in
brain size variation, the tradeoff between investment in brain size or in growth and reproduction,
which have been proposed to explain the correlations between brain size and life history traits
and developmental patterns (Isler and van Schaik 2006a; Isler and van Schaik 2006b; Isler et al.
2008; Isler and van Schaik 2009a, b; Isler 2011). Correlations between life history pace and brain
size have been known to exist for a long time (Sacher 1959; Harvey and Bennett 1983), but the
direction of causality is debated. On one hand, cognitive abilities may increase survival, and thus
ultimately lifespan and the larger brain size this requires will, in turn, enforce longer development
periods, at least in precocial birds and mammals. But on the other hand, only a prolonged
development period may allow for enough time to learn complex skills (Deaner et al. 2003).
At present, it seems that the skill learning hypothesis is not supported by empirical data,
as altricial mammals do not show a correlation between the duration of development periods and
relative brain size (Isler and van Schaik 2009a), and immature orangutans attain all necessary
skills years before they reach reproductive maturity (Jaeggi et al. 2010). Therefore, the causal
arrow seems to go from brain size to life history pace. In other words, there may be many species
with a slow life history, but not necessarily large brains (such as albatrosses, or Sirenia), but no
species with large brains and a relatively fast development time. However, as the constraint is
energetic in nature and independent of time, species which are able to invest a large amount of
energy in their offspring (e.g. by getting help from other group members) are exempted from the
latter rule and may show a combination of fast development and relatively large brains (e.g. canid
carnivores, Isler and van Schaik 2009a). In general, though, the trade-off between production and
brain size places a limit on ever-increasing encephalization, as the population growth rates will
eventually get too low to allow recovery from catastrophic population crashes (the “gray ceiling”
to brain size for a lineage, Isler and van Schaik 2009b). It would be interesting to see whether
extreme habitat seasonality, or unpredictable periods of unavoidable starvation, can predict the
value of this threshold in addition to general predictors such as predation risk or development
type.
In conclusion, both the trade-off between production and brain size, and the constraint
through seasonality are counterbalancing Marsh’s rule on a macroevolutionary scale, and can
explain why the overall trend to increase brain size does not invariably hold in all lineages. What
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we have learned here might help us in the future to integrate all the costs of brain size evolution.

Integrating the costs and the benefits of encephalization
Hypotheses that try to explain brain size evolution through the benefits of cognitive
abilities can be put in broad categories: those explaining variation in brain size as a way of
dealing with “social complexity”, those focusing on “ecological complexity” and those
considering “general behavioral flexibility” (Figure 5.1).
First, hypotheses on “social complexity” are summarized under the so-called social brain
hypothesis (Byrne and Whiten 1988; Sawaguchi 1992; Dunbar 1998). This hypothesis was
originally developed to explain the special intelligence attributed to monkeys and apes
(Humphrey 1976) as adaptations for dealing with the distinctive complexities of their social lives
(Byrne and Whiten 1988; Dunbar 1998). This hypothesis has found broad acceptance (Dunbar
2009), although empirical tests of this hypothesis yielded somewhat inconsistent results. Some
studies used social group size as a proxy for social complexity and found a positive correlation
with neocortex ratio – a proxy of intelligence – in primates (Dunbar 1992) and carnivores, but not
in insectivores or ungulates (Dunbar 1998; Shultz and Dunbar 2006). Even within primates, the
positive correlation only holds for haplorhine primates (MacLean et al. 2009). As group size was
found not to correlate with relative brain size in nonprimate mammals (Shultz and Dunbar 2007),
pair-bondedness was now taken as exerting cognitive demands in these taxa. Some studies on the
social brain hypotheses have taken ecological factors into account in their analyses (e.g. Dunbar
and Shultz 2007), incorporating crude measures such as dietary types as potentially confounding
factors.
Second, other hypotheses have focused on the necessity to deal with ecological
complexity, such as the technical intelligence hypothesis (Byrne 1997) and its relative, the
extractive foraging hypothesis (Parker and Gibson 1979; Gibson 1990). These hypotheses relate
the required larger brains and greater intelligence to extract embedded, hidden food sources (such
as nut cracking or digging for insects), which often require complex object manipulation. In
support of this hypothesis, all great apes and the relatively large brained capuchin monkeys show
food extraction of processing techniques that are technically demanding in some way, whereas
other monkeys do not. However, Dunbar (1995) did not find a difference in neocortex ratio
between extractive and non-extractive foragers. The cognitive buffering hypothesis (Allmann et
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al. 1993; Deaner et al. 2003; Sol 2009) also focuses on dealing with ecologically complex habitat
conditions, such as seasonal or novel environments. This hypothesis is extensively discussed
throughout this thesis, and we found support for it also in primates.
Finally, some researchers focus on general behavioral flexibility, incorporating social and
ecological complexity and stating that larger brains generate increased general intelligence
necessary to deal with either social or ecological complexity, or a combination of both (e.g.
Reader and Laland 2002; Reader et al. 2011). This approach suggests that ecologically relevant
cognitive abilities (extractive foraging, dietary breadth, frugivory) and elements of cultural
intelligence (social learning) are important parts of general intelligence, and are the most likely
candidates for a positive selection pressure on encephalization (Reader et al. 2011). Their
research, however, suggests that rather than domain-specific, general intelligence is, as the name
implies, domain-general (Johnson et al. 2002; Deaner et al. 2007), rendering it almost impossible
to extricate the initial factor responsible for fitness benefits of larger brains. Identifying the
ultimate positive selection pressure that explains brain size variation is probably impossible,
because once the cognitive skills are advanced, they are applied in all contexts (Reader et al.
2011).

Benefits
„Social complexity“
The Social Brain
„General behavioral
flexibility“

Brain Size

„Ecological
complexity“
Cognitive Buffer
Figure 5.1. Three broad categories of hypotheses on the selective pressures (benefits) that
acted on brain size to increase encephalization.
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These theories on the benefits perspective argue that to be able to grow larger brain, a
species must overcome the constraints through a strong selective pressure, in other words larger
brains must have a considerable fitness benefit. Exponents of this approach assume that the
benefits must be strong enough to overcome the costs, and therefore largely ignore the latter. In
contrast with this view, we argue that overcoming the costs is the crucial point, because the
ability to do so varies according to many species-specific characteristics, whereas benefits of
enhanced cognition may be rather ubiquitous. The expensive brain framework (Isler and van
Schaik 2009a) thus explicitly focuses on the costs of brain size, stating that the evolution of a
relatively larger brain is only possible if overall energy throughput is increased, energy is
distributed differently, or a combination of both. However, once the costs are met, a differential
expression of benefits according to socio-ecological conditions may explain additional variation
in relative brain size. This combined approach is the one taken in this thesis.
The cost and benefit perspectives on brain size evolution can be combined into one big
diagram (Figure 5.2). The right side of the figure represents the benefits of enhance cognitive
abilities, and the left side the energetic constraints on brain size. If these costs are met by
increasing or stabilizing energy throughput, relatively larger brains can evolve, and will do so
because the benefits are ubiquitous (note the change in direction of the arrows between brains and
the benefits in comparison with Figure 5.1).

Benefits

Constraints

„Social complexity“
The Social Brain
Energy throughput (BMR)

Brain Size
Periods of unavoidable
starvation (Seasonality)

„General behavioral
flexibility“
„Ecological
complexity“
Cognitive Buffer

Figure 5.2. Costs and benefits incorporated into one graphical representation. See text for
explanation.
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From this template, it becomes clear that both costs and benefits should be incorporated in
a single model to see whether additional variation in brain size is explained by benefits, or
whether benefits are explaining so much of brain size variation that incorporating costs is not
essential. Results of this thesis (appendices of Chapters 2, 3 and 4) show that, once the energetic
constraint of seasonality is accounted for, group size as a crude proxy of social complexity is no
longer significantly correlated with brain size in all major groups of primates (Table 5.1a). Also,
large-brained primates apply cognitive buffering without any interference of group size or social
complexity (see chapter 4). Therefore, our preliminary conclusion is that there is no additional
predictive power of social complexity on relative brain size, once the energetic costs are
considered. Additional support is provided by the fact that there are primate species which are
mostly solitary, but nevertheless relatively and absolutely large-brained (orangutans and ayeayes). The existence of such species cannot be explained from the social brain hypothesis, as no
alternative selective pressures to evolve a large brain apart from living in complex social groups
are allowed. In sum, the results presented throughout this thesis do not support the prediction of
the social brain hypothesis.
Table 5.1. Phylogenetic least square (PGLS) analyses with brain size as response
variable, body mass as covariate and costs (experienced seasonality) and benefits (group
size and cognitive buffering) as possible explanatory variables.
Variable (N=75)
a

lambda Estimate Std. Error t-value p

Experienced seasonality 0.984

-1.30

0.30

-4.29

<0.0001

Group size

0.02

0.04

0.51

0.61

Variable (N=75)

lambda Estimate Std. Error t-value p

b Experienced seasonality 0.995
Cognitive buffering
Variable (N=75)
c

-0.70

0.34

-2.01

0.04

0.54

0.24

2.31

0.02

lambda Estimate Std. Error t-value p

Experienced seasonality 0.995

-0.74

0.38

-1.93

0.05

Cognitive buffering

0.54

0.25

2.12

0.04

Group size

0.01

0.03

0.23

0.82
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But if we build a model including both the “ecological complexity” aspect of
encephalization benefits, represented by our measure of cognitive buffering, together with the
energetic costs of seasonality, represented by our measure of experienced seasonality, both
effects remain significant (Table 5.1b), also when group size is included (Tabel 5.1c). This means
that, in addition to costs, different ways to deal with ecological complexity do indeed explain a
significant part of brain size variation in primates. Eventually, integration with the life-history
tradeoffs may provide an even more comprehensive picture of brain size evolution.
In conclusion, these results indicate that in order for social benefits to arise, successful
solutions to ecological problems are required first. At present, there is no evidence for an
independent role of social benefits, once the costs have been accounted for. Our integrative
approach offers the hitherto most comprehensive explanation for the variation in brain size in all
primates. All together, the results of this thesis show that ecological conditions play a major role
in explaining brain size variation among primates.
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